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Abstract

The analysis of multi-dimensional flow data demands a scientific representation
environment which supports an effective study by a scientist or expert, in order
to reduce design and production costs and aid in making critical decisions. The
visual representations must clarify mutual relations, time-dependencies, location
and scale of interesting phenomena. To support effective interactive analyses of
these often large and complex flow domains, scientific flow visualization methods
in virtual environments are used. The presence of a human in the visualization
as well as the 3 dimensional nature of the environment and visual representations
demand intuitive interaction and navigation possibilities.

In this thesis we present FlowFish: a visualization library aimed at visualiz-
ing flows in an immersive virtual environment. It includes several visualization
methods, each capable of presenting a unique representation of flow properties
to the user. Interaction with the visual representations is performed by means
of 3D widgets such as cursors and menus. A test case is provided in which
FlowFish is used to examine and analyze medical data, consisting of simulated
bloodflow through the human aorta.

The use of interactive virtual environments imposes constraints on the per-
formance of the used visualization methods. Difficulties arise when qualitative
and performance goals conflict. Several options are implemented to reduce the
complexity while keeping a good overview of the flow’s behaviour, but the end-
user will always have to decide whether and to what extend he prefers either
performance or quality.

FlowFish shows that flow visualization in an immersive environment has
great potential by offering high quality representations. However, the param-
eterization of visualizations remains a problem. Numerous parameters must
be set before a good visual representation can be achieved while indications of
useful settings are seldom available.

keywords: flow visualization, immersive virtual environment, CAVE, glyph,
streamline, particle animation, raycasting, iso-surface.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The computer has become an invaluable tool in scientific research. The increase
in computing power and memory-capacity of today’s computer systems has re-
sulted in an increase in both complexity and size of the data spaces generated
in many scientific areas [1]. Scanning devices that acquire a digital represen-
tation of real world phenomena show the same trend in increasing performance.
As a result of this increase, computational scientists have been able to perform
increasingly large and more complex computer simulations.

The accuracy of computer simulations partially depends on the resolution
and size of the data. A higher degree of detail results in a more accurate
description. Obtaining higher resolution was prohibitively costly, because of
supercomputer prices and the time needed to solve equations. Scientific research
benefits from the increase in computing power and data storage as simulations
can handle larger datasets with increased resolution [2]. The level of detail is
increased while the total computing time as well as the error in the results are
reduced. Still, the need for more accurate results will not diminish. Because
datasets keep growing, the methods which help to analyze them have to be
adapted as well.

1.1 Data analysis

The results of scientific simulations frequently contain high-dimensional data
which can often not be analyzed analytically or numerically, since there are no
well-defined algorithms that extract the desired information from the raw data.
Even simple systems show complex behaviour which have no known analytical
solution [3]. In these cases, other means of data-analysis are needed to gain
insight in the data.

The capacity of computers to automatically explore data and find interesting
phenomena, is limited. Computers lack the cognitive properties of the human
mind. In most cases it is very difficult to capture the definition of “interesting
patterns” in an algorithm. Often the exact nature of the phenomena is not
even known beforehand. In these cases the researcher usually resorts to other
means of analysis, such as, for example, scientific visualization. By bringing the
“human in the loop”, the best aspects of computer simulation and intuitive real-
world interaction are combined. The goal of representing data to the scientist
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2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

is to maximize research efficiency and minimize research time.

1.2 Data presentation

The human mind can only comprehend a limited amount of data at the same
time, therefore the amount of presented information must be reduced without
removing areas of interest. The creation of a simplified representation is not self-
evident. The factor by which scientific data can be simplified without omitting
important information, is an inherent property of the data.

A useful representation presents as much information as possible by pre-
senting as little data as possible. To meet these demands, every scientific area
requires its own unique methods which implies that the parameters required
to control the representation are not constant. For every unique dataset they
will have to be defined separately. Since the analysis of the data cannot be
performed automatically, the researcher must explore the mapping of scientific
data onto representation parameters.

1.2.1 Data presentation modalities

There are various methods to present data, each with its benefits and short-
comings. Scientific visualization is the most common method. Other modalities
can be used, such as sound, touch or smell. A representation must be capa-
ble of handling and presenting the available amount of data, its granularity
and dimensionality. Global as well as detailed representation methods must be
available.

Tactile or force-feedback techniques are powerful ways to provide informa-
tion. By touching an object, properties such as shape, texture, temperature
and density can be conveyed to the scientist simultaneously. A solid object can
be simulated by using a so-called data-glove [4]. By wearing this glove, a scien-
tist can touch and feel an object which exists only in computer memory. The
current physical properties of the glove are still limited. The detail in texture
is coarse and the realistic imitation of density is difficult to accomplish. Their
lack of constraints make them difficult to use.

Sound is a useful method of data representation. The human ear can simul-
taneously distinguish multiple frequencies and timbres, as well as their rhythm
and volume [5]. Effects such as echo and reverb can help to position a source of
sound in 3D. A researcher can quickly recognize a particular tone, instrument
or the overall melody. Though audio might not always be useful to represent
a complex dataset, it can be helpful for smaller subsets or a single object. It
does not require physical orientation of the scientist nor special or advanced
equipment.

As the old verb states, a good picture is one that speaks a 1000 words, and
since many years the visual representations of scientific problems have facili-
tated complex research [6]. Confronted with a large amount of information,
visual exploration methods are essential to analyze the information or target
the problem present in the data.

While focusing on a specific property or area, other parts of the data will be
disregarded. The absence of visualized data can be deceiving when the visuali-
zation is not tuned with the right parameters or puts emphasis on the “wrong”
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detail. Displaying a large amount of data can clutter the view, thereby poten-
tially obscuring features that are of interest. It is not trivial to show as much
information as possible by showing as little data as possible. A compromise be-
tween the amount of data and the amount of information must be found. This
is the subject of scientific visualization.

1.3 Interactively guided scientific Virtual Rea-

lity environments

Images are powerful and can present a lot of data at the same time, but this is
not necessarily the information the scientist is looking for. To get a useful visual
representation, different settings and approaches must be tried which requires
constant interaction. A scientific visualization tool remains just a tool: it is the
scientist who directs the orchestra of visualization methods and who performs
the final parameter-tuning.

One generic visualization tool suited for a large range of different research
areas is not preferred. It would have to include a large amount of different re-
presentation methods because the properties of data differ considerably between
research areas. The result is a large, complex library which includes tools for
every possibly type of data. This is not a very practical approach. For the visu-
alization of a specific type of data, a large amount of the included tools would
never be used. Libraries with subject-dependent representation methods avoid
this problem and the optimization of specific methods is easier. Only visuali-
zation tools suitable for the specific data are presented to the researcher. The
environment must offer interaction methods to change the representation and
its parameters. Since many datasets are large and complex, easy navigation is
necessary to efficiently study the data without spending too much time moving
to the desired viewpoint.

1.3.1 Virtual Environments

On average workstations, the hardware needed to create advanced visualizations
is often already available for an average price. The support for these graphics
cards by common software standards such as OpenGL [7] has increased their
popularity.

Applications benefit from this increased performance by presenting more
complex scientific visualizations. A 2D screen severely limits the possibilities;
large amounts of displayed objects quickly clutter the view. 3D objects can be
drawn by using perspective projection which provides an additional dimension,
allowing more information to be presented [8]. But navigation and interaction
is difficult, consuming valuable research-time.

An immersive virtual environment provides advanced methods for visuali-
zation. The idea is to fool the senses in such a way as to make the artificially
created world look and “feel” real. The “immersion” of the observer in the
data provides a richer experience which facilitates the study of complex data
structures in less time, compared to desktop visualization environments. Per-
ceiving the virtual environment as a 3D space all around him, the user resides
at the very center of the visualization. The result is a perceptual realistic and
intuitive environment, resembling the way people observe and interact with the
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real world. In the field of complex scientific visualization, the benefits of such
an environment are multitude. The major impact of virtual reality (VR) tech-
nology on scientific visualization is in providing a real-time intuitive interface
for the exploration of data, facilitating the use of scientific visualization in the
research process [9].

1.4 Goal of this research

This thesis describes a flow visualization library, FlowFish, which creates flow-
field representations in an immersive virtual environment. All flowfields have
certain characteristics in common. A description of the necessity of these tools
as well as their functionality in flowfield research will be given, including advan-
tages and disadvantages of the individual methods.

The presence of a human in the process of analyzing data poses requirements
on the functionality of the library. The overall response time must be kept as
short as possible. A constant long delay results in a visualization which most of
the time is not synchronized with the user’s actions. As a consequence, efficiency
is reduced during interaction.

The FlowFish library was designed to be a set of tools which provides an
intuitive environment suitable for a detailed analysis of flowfield properties. As a
test case, a medical application depicting blood flow through arterial structures
is used.

1.4.1 Chapter overview

A general background on flowfields, their properties and characteristics, is given
in chapter 2. It describes methods of analysis and the shortcomings of desktop
visualization methods. Chapter 3 describes the FlowFish library, its function-
ality and visualization methods, their use, implementation and results. The
medical test case is described in chapter 4, followed by conclusions and future
work in chapter 5.



Chapter 2

Flowfields

Gasses and fluids are present everywhere. From blood flowing through small
veins to the massive movement of the tide, flows play a mayor part in many
research areas. Diversity in origin and composition is immense, but the basic
properties are the same and the same physical laws apply to them. A better
and detailed understanding of flows, their physics and behaviour, will lead to
more effective instruments and research. To create an exploration environment
suitable for scientific flow examination, the properties of the data in relation
to this environment must be considered. Amongst these properties are the
following:

• Data properties. Which properties are available in the data? What do
they represent? Which of these properties are important for the research?
How do they relate to one another? Can some of them be omitted? How
do these properties change over time? Do these changes occur on a global
or local scale? Can the different properties be compared?

• Environment properties. What are the specifications of the environment?
What kind of visual representation methods are supported and are suitable
to represent the data? Which visualization and exploration demands must
be met? What type of navigation is required? What kind of interaction
methods should be available?

Flowfields appear in such a wide variety of applications and conditions that
when they are the subject of scientific research, there is not a single or best
approach. The goals of different research areas will be aimed towards different
macroscopic or microscopic properties of the flow. Some general interesting
or important characteristics always apply though, such as direction and speed.
These are basic properties of the flow that can not be omitted.

A visualization library must try to be as applicable to any flow and re-
search goal as possible, since there is not a single description of conditions or
set of equations describing the interesting phenomena present in a flow. A more
abstract representation allows many approaches and could support different re-
search areas.

Basic properties of flow are the following:

• Direction. The “global” direction of the flow, that is, the imaginary line(s)
a flow follows when observed by a human eye, is caused by the convergence
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of small local flows within the flow. The billions of flow-particles each
travel in their own direction with their own speed. If locally most of
the particles agree on the same direction and speed, the flow appears to
behave smoothly, without big disturbances. Particles might diverge or
converse, due to small changes in speed, direction or geometry within the
flow, causing phenomena such as rotational- and back-flows.

• Pressure. The pressure working on a flow consists of both the inner pres-
sure of the flow itself as well as pressure working on the flow from the
outside and the effects of the flow-pressure on the surrounding boundary
or structure.

• Wall shear stress. By moving alongside a boundary, a (semi-)solid struc-
ture or flows with different properties, a flow generates a “drag force” on
the boundary: this so called shear stress is directly related to the gradient
along the streamwise direction. Both force and direction are important
when considering the effect of the flow on solid structures.

• Viscosity and temperature. Viscosity is a measure of a fluid’s resistance
to flow. Often, a fluid’s viscosity depends on its temperature. Depending
on the research goal, these properties can be of interest.

• Dynamics. Many flows show dynamic behaviour over time. Instead of a
single snapshot of the flow, a dynamic representation may be necessary.

2.1 Flow simulation

Many flow studies can be conducted in research laboratories. Flow instruments
can quantify the properties that are of interest. However, an unwanted effect
during flow measuring is the possible influence of the used measurement tech-
niques on the flow itself. For example, sensors placed inside a flow can directly
change its properties. In other flow research environments, such as flow in the
human vascular system, measurements are not always possible due to potential
health risks.

During the mechanical engineering of objects which are in direct contact with
a flow (such as boats or oil pipelines) a lot of tests have to be performed in order
to get an efficient design. Test environments such as wind tunnels or water basins
can be used for verification and testing purposes, but the number of conditions
and configurations that would potentially require testing would be impractical
with the exclusive use of experiments. The detail of each prototype configuration
would require an enormous amount of preparation time while engineers are
limited in evaluating design modifications by high cost and available time of
physical testing as well as scalability concerns. Simulations can be used to
correct implementation errors in an early stage.

Flow simulation potentially provides methods to both lower the costs as-
sociated with design and enable the investigation of flow non-invasively. The
results of a simulation can be used to verify a hypothesis or theoretical model.
It attempts to prevent over-designing by eliminating preliminary models at the
start of the design process and brings once-elusive problems under a measure
of control. Behaviour of flow in previously inaccessible places can be observed
and investigated.
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Simulation is not a substitute for real testing, but rather a useful tool that,
once validated, can reproduce conditions that would be impossible or impractical
to duplicate in physical testing [10].

Example applications of flow research in industry.

Shell Research has used discrete simulation methods to compute viscous
flows and performance measurements of pipelines and flow separators
[11]. Single phase and condensing heat transfer in any geometry (e.g. a
pipeline) used in the process and power plant industries are simulated.
The goal is to assess and validate the current methods and perform
simulations on shell and tube heat exchanger designs.

Secondary oil recovery is a process that is applied in the majority of
oil reservoirs in the North Sea. Water is injected into the reservoir
to maintain reservoir pressure (thus preventing excess gas production)
and to displace oil towards the production wells. The efficiency of the
displacement is controlled by the reservoir rock permeability, the fluid
viscosities and the relative permeability of water to oil and oil to water.
Sintef, one of Norway’s leading independent research groups [12], has
used flow simulation to increase production in a North Sea oil field by
helping to conceive and validate design decisions [13]. Computational
Fluid Dynamics were used to analyze velocity, pressure and concentra-
tion of multi-phase fluid flow within the separator, which previously was
the limiting element in the production process. A simulation was run
which showed that in the original design some of the internal parts of
the separator caused rotational flow structures which produced backflows
thereby reducing efficiency.

2.1.1 Modeling flow

The behaviour and movements of a flow are often too complex to be described
by analytical or numerical methods. Discrete equations in which the flow is
modeled by a finite number of particles, are often inevitable.

The flow is characterized by the Reynolds number which is defined as:

Re =
v ∗ d

ν
(2.1)

where v is the (either mean or maximum) velocity (mm/sec), d the diameter
at a chosen plane (mm) and ν is the kinematic viscosity (mm2/sec). To define
a stable flow, the Reynolds number suffices. The Womersley parameter α has
more influence than the Reynolds number in the nature of unsteady flows [14].
It is defined as.

α = R

√

ω

ν
(2.2)

where R is the radius of the tube, ω the angular frequency and ν the kinematic
viscosity.
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There are several methods available to model flow for the purpose of flow
simulation, each varying in complexity, accuracy and applicability. While choos-
ing a method, a scientist must balance size, dimensionality and detail of the flow
he wants to simulate against the computing power he has at his disposal. Even
with small flows, calculations can take days or weeks to finish. There is no “per-
fect choice” when deciding upon the method and simulation parameters. The
capabilities of hardware keep expanding but the demand for better and increas-
ingly detailed simulations as well. Because of practical limitations, concessions
will always have to be made. An immensely detailed simulation might be very
realistic, but it is useless when it takes years to complete.

Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) includes various methods to com-
pute viscous, possible turbulent flows. Studies indicate a fairly high level of
parallelism on clusters of commodity machines making solutions for practical
problems affordable [15]. Problems such as turbulent flow prediction can be
solved by, for example, implementations such as thin-layer, coupled thin-layer
and parabolized Navier-Stokes code [16]. Domain scaling is not an issue with
CFD because the simulation can easily be performed at the actual size [13].

Examples of flow simulation methods are the following:

Molecular Dynamics (MD). MD uses classical models of atomic interac-
tions simplified from quantum mechanics. It helps in understanding the struc-
ture and function of biomolecules such as proteins and DNA which is crucial to
the understanding of mechanisms of drugs and life processes [17]. Advanced MD
simulations can lead, for example, to better treatment of diseases. A system is
modeled as a collection of molecules consisting of atoms connected by bonds and
interacting via electrostatic and van der Waal’s forces. Time steps of typically
one femtosecond (10−15) must be used due to high frequency bond vibrations,
though many phenomena of interest occur on time scales of nanoseconds (10−9)
or longer. The force determination from which the potential field is computed
consumes most of the runtime, often 90% or more.

Finite Element Method (FEM). FEM is mainly used in the area of electro-
magnetic problems, such as eigenvalue problems [18]. It is capable of simulating
arbitrary shaped objects filled with complex materials or the aeroelastic defor-
mation of objects [19]. FEM is based on a numerical solution of a macroscopic
description of fluid flow. It uses variational calculus which allows the transforma-
tion of a set of partial differential equations (e.g. the Navier-Stokes equations)
into a system of linear algebraic equations.

Lattice-Boltzmann (LB). LB is a mesoscopic approach. It represents a
method for solving the Boltzmann Equation (in its original form). It originated
from the lattice-gas model [20]. The key idea behind the Lattice-Boltzmann
method is to model fluid flow by distributions of particles moving on a regular
lattice. At each time step the particles propagate to a neighbouring lattice point
followed by local collisions in which velocities are redistributed. An important
advantage is the inherent spatial locality of the updating rules. This makes it
ideal for parallel processing [21].
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2.2 Flow analysis

2.2.1 Characteristics

In science, three states of matter are recognized: solid, liquid and gas. Liquids
and gas are both fluid. In contrast to solids, they lack the ability to resist
deformation. Because of this inability to resist, fluid moves. The deformation
is caused by shearing forces which act tangentially to a surface. The shape of
the fluid changes continuously as long as the force is applied.

A flow consists of millions of molecules, all moving and pushing against
each other. Within small areas, all particles are generally moving in the same
direction. Basic properties of the flow such as speed, direction and pressure
all depend on the properties of the individual particles and the structure of
the surrounding environment. Directly related to the movement is the speed
of the flow. A relatively high, low or fast change in speed will often indicate
an interesting area. Speed and direction create pressure which can deform a
structure through or around which the flow moves.

Many flows are time-dependent. Changes are recorded by taking several
snapshots of the flow, separated by a constant time-period. By putting these
snapshots in sequence, the behaviour of flow over time is reconstructed.

2.2.2 Automatic feature extraction

The interesting features of flow from a scientific point of view are phenomena
such as vortices (rotational patterns), singularities, boundary layers (transition
of laminar to turbulent flow) and recirculation zones (rotational backflow)[22].
To analyze the behaviour of a flow these phenomena must be located. On a small
scale, many of these features can be present. The objective of flow analysis is
to filter out and present the important macroscopic phenomena.

Figure 2.1: Critical point classifications (from [22]).

Automatic feature extraction is a method to automatically deduce the loca-
tion, shape and strength of specific features without human intervention. Vector
field topology is a feature extracting algorithm suitable for analyzing flow on
a basic level. The concept behind vector field topology is to divide flow into
closed regions in which the local behaviour is “similar”. The algorithm deter-
mines the critical points (where velocity = 0) in the flow. From these critical
points, virtual particles are integrated along the eigenvectors. By connecting
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their subsequent positions, so-called streamlines are created. These are used to
classify the critical points (figure 2.1).

At present, there are no robust computational methods to extract a com-
plete set of singular streamlines and stream surfaces from numerical simulations
of fluid flows [23] which limits the possibilities of automatic analysis. Further-
more, it is very difficult to describe an algorithm which extracts useful informa-
tion from these classifications. In related work a hybrid form of critical point
classification and visualization is applied for the investigation of flowfields [22].

2.2.3 Flow visualization

In cases where the complexity of flow is too high to extract the required in-
formation automatically, the researcher must resort to other methods such as
manual analysis. The goal of flow visualization is the creation of an environment
in which a flow representation facilitates a fast and correct analysis. Flow data
consists of both scalar and vector data which are mapped to properties of visual
objects, such as location, orientation, size, colour and transparency. Interesting
phenomena in the flow are often positioned on a specific data domain. They
are highlighted by mapping this domain on a unique value or subdomain of a
visual property.

The general direction of a flow can not be measured with a single vector. It
may seem to move in several directions, or perhaps nowhere at all. To examine
the fluid’s direction, tools must visualize the direction on many locations within
the flow. Together they provide the researcher with an impression of the general
direction(s).

The visualization of vector data such as flow direction or shear stress creates
a visual representation by aligning visual objects to flow data. Similar data
vectors result in similarly oriented objects, enabling a quick overview of the
flow, spotting of areas containing similarly aligned vectors and fast localization
of diverging vectors. The visual representation of speed is often combined with
the representation of direction. Performing a mapping from minimum to maxi-
mum speed onto a visual property such as colour or transparency highlights
possible interesting areas. The visualization of similar scalar flow properties
such as pressure, temperature or viscosity requires a likewise mapping of mini-
mum to maximum values (either implicitly or explicitly presented in the data)
to a visualization property. Several methods of mapping scalar data onto visual
properties must be present. Linear dependencies in the flow data should result
in perceivable linear dependencies in visual properties.

Texture methods such as the spot noise algorithm [24], line integral convo-
lution (LIC) [25] and hypertextures provide visualizations of dense flowfields as
2D or 3D textures, but are computationally expensive. They use random spots
which are rotated, scaled and advected by the local flow, or a flowfield is used
to filter an input texture.

Visualization methods must be able to deal with time-dependent flow data.
When a subsequent snapshot of the flow is loaded the visualization methods
must update themselves. When lookup tables are used, a choice must be made
whether their mapping-range is updated as well: keeping the range the same
maps the same values to the same colour or transparency value. But the new
flow snapshot can contain extended scalar ranges which fall outside the lookup
table’s range and will therefore be mapped to the same colour or transparency.
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Updating the table’s range will prevent this, but the same scalar values will not
be mapped to the same table-values.

2.3 Scientific visualization

Scientific visualization is a powerful way to present complex 3D data. It is
oriented towards the informative display of abstract quantities, relations and
concepts, as opposed to attempting to realistically represent objects in the real
world. The graphical demands of scientific visualization are oriented towards
accurate, as opposed to visually realistic, representations.

Visualization of scientific data is not self-evident. Detailed data is necessary
for successful representation, but it must not result in a chaotic scene. Adequate
and powerful visualization tools must prevent cluttering while not obscuring
interesting aspects of the data.

Common visualization environments are available on many kinds of work-
stations, each with its own strengths and weaknesses. Different visual represen-
tations can be chosen, ranging from simple 2D schemes such as histograms and
diagrams to advanced 3D pictures. Present-day workstations are often equipped
with fast CPU’s and high-speed graphic-cards, enabling high performance sci-
entific visualization without the need for expensive dedicated hardware [26].

Examples of industrial scientific visualization applications

IRIS Explorer is a visual programming environment for 3D data visualiza-
tion, animation and manipulation [27]. It was originally developed by Silicon
Graphics, Inc [28] but the development was transferred a few years later to the
Numerical Algorithms Group [27]. IRIS Explorer works on multiple platforms
and uses several graphics libraries. Its use is not limited to the interactive anal-
ysis of data but it also presents an Application Programmer’s Interface (API)
for the construction of specific routines.

Advanced Visual Systems’ Express offers advanced visualization support
including vector field stream ribbons, jigsaw cell face extrusion and two-pass
transparency [29]. It contains more than 850 visualization objects matching the
most common application areas such as CFD, Finite Element Analysis (FEA),
Medical, Geographic, images and geometric models. It includes interactive func-
tionality and can convert output to streaming video formats such as AVI, MPEG
and VRML.

IBM’s Visualization Data Explorer provides possibilities ranging from sim-
ple dataset visualizations to the examination and analysis of complex time-
dependent data [30]. It includes a fully operational graphical user interface
(GUI) for the interaction between user and data. OpenDX is the open source
software version of the Visualization Data Explorer. Its main goal is to offer
powerful features for free, added by independent visualization developers.

VTK is Kitware’s open source system for 3D scientific visualization and im-
age processing [31]. It supports multiple interface layers and a wide variety
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of visualization algorithms including scalar, vector, tensor, texture and volu-
metric methods. The object oriented class library contains advanced modeling
techniques such as implicit modeling, polygon reduction, mesh smoothing and
Delaunay triangulation. As an open source project, every developer can improve
or extend the library.

2.3.1 Scientific visualization in Virtual Environments

Flow data often consists of high-dimensional data in a 3 dimensional volume.
2D representation limits the amount of available information because only a
“slice” of the 3D volume can be visualized. The representation of the 3D spa-
tial relationship can not be correctly performed in 2D and, inevitably, loss of
information occurs. Furthermore, navigation and orientation of a scientific vi-
sualization on a 2D screen can be tedious and time-consuming as interaction by
means of a mouse, trackball and keyboard are limited. An environment in which
the researcher is truly immersed in the visualization offers a more detailed and
intuitive visualization of complex flow data while allowing every orientation and
navigation possibility the user wants.

Immersive virtual environments offer a “true” 3 dimensional view of the
scientific visualization. The user is immersed in the environment and the visual
representations are created all around him. Motion-parallax can be used to get
a good depth-cue of visual representations: by looking at objects from slightly
different angles, a quick estimation of size and distance can be made. It is an
intuitive method for orientation in 3 dimensions and is therefore an important
advantage of 3D VR systems over common 2D visualization.

The immersive environment in which the visualizations are performed must
present maximum freedom during exploration. The presence of a human in the
analysis process demands the exploration environment to be user friendly and
easy to control. Navigation and the graphical user interface (GUI) must be
intuitive so that no extensive training is necessary. A rich set of spatial and
depth cues should be provided, facilitating easy orientation of the researcher
in the immersive environment as well as a good estimation of size and location
of visual representations. The environment offers 6 degrees of freedom (DOF),
which, compared to common 2D scientific environments, allows a larger freedom
of movement and interaction. It must provide tools with which the data prop-
erties and size can be measured so it can be compared with real-life examples
[32].

The CAVE

Carolina Cruz-Neira et al. define virtual reality as “a system which provides
real-time viewer-centered head-tracking perspective with a large angle of view,
interactive control, and binocular display” [33]. They focus primarily on the
visual aspect of virtual environments when they describe their CAVE Automatic
Virtual Environment (CAVE) [34]. The definition of general VEs often includes
a broad description of other human sensor in- and output.

The primary motivation of the CAVE design (see figure 2.2) was to create a
useful tool for scientific visualization. To be able to successfully compete with
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Figure 2.2: The CAVE at SARA.

existing (stereo) visualization tools, the design must be able to meet the ex-
pectations of scientists who are used to the high-resolution graphics of common
workstation visualization software. Distinctive features of the CAVE include:

1. good surround vision without geometric distortion,

2. less sensitivity to head-rotation induced errors,

3. the ability to mix VR imagery with real devices,

4. the ability to couple networked supercomputers and data sources.

The CAVE installed at SARA in 1997 consists of 3 10x10 ft. rear-projection
screens for walls and a down-projection screen for the floor (figure 2.2). With a
frequency of 120Hz, full-colour 1024x768 images are displayed, providing each
eye with a full-coloured stereoscopic 60Hz display. Stereo-Graphics LCD shutter
glasses, synchronized with the projection screens, are used to separate left-eye
from right-eye images. The user’s head and hand position and orientation are
tracked using 6 degrees of freedom (DOF) magnetic trackers while a “wand” is
used for interaction with the virtual environment. Audio input and feedback is
provided through a wireless microphone and stereo audio-system. The comput-
ing platform is a SGI Onyx2 with 8 R10000 processors running at 195MHz, each
with 128Mb ccNUMA (cache-coherent Non-Uniform Memory Access) memory
for a total of 1,024Mb and 4 InfiniteReality2 graphics pipes, each with 2 RM7
raster managers.

Introduced at the SIGGRAPH conference in 1992, the abilities of the CAVE
have been expanding ever since. The implementation of the CAVE at SARA
[35], at which some of the early testing of FlowFish (see chapter 3) was done,
resembles much from the original design, both in hard- and software. The
graphics library used by the CAVE is based on the OpenGL standard. To
facilitate high performance visualization, hardware-support for OpenGL is a
necessity.

The most important way of interaction in the CAVE is by means of the
wand. This device acts like a 3D mouse with 6 degrees of freedom. Navigating
in a VE requires changing the researcher’s position, as opposed to changing the
location and orientation of the environment which is common on 2D VEs.
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The UvA-DRIVE system

a: DRIVE workstation (bottom-right) b: Projection screen,
with projection screen. shutter-glasses and wand.

Figure 2.3: The UvA-DRIVE system.

The Distributed Real-time Interactive Virtual Environment (DRIVE) sys-
tem designed at the Computer Science Institute of the University of Amsterdam
differs both in hardware and software (figure 2.3) [26]. A 3,3’ x 5’ rear-projection
screen is attached to a parallel processor (2 x 1GHz) workstation with 1Gb of
memory, running Red Hat’s version of Linux. Head and wand-tracking are done
by a Polhemus Fastrak tracking system [36] and audio input is provided by
cordless microphone and receiver. Compared to SARA’s CAVE, it can facili-
tate fewer users at the same time (approx. 5) but this setup provides a fast,
high-quality, easily upgradable VR system for only a fraction of the cost.

The DRIVE is equipped with an ASUS V7700 Deluxe GeForce2 Ultra, 64Mb
DDR Ultra. It has a 1Gpixel/sec fill rate, 31M triangle rate (triangle/sec), AGP
4x and supports a maximum resolution of 2048 x 1536 at 75 Hz.

By using a resolution of 1024x1576 at 67.5Hz, images for the left and right
eye are displayed simultaneously at a resolution of 1024x768, separated by 40
black scanlines. A StereoGraphics device takes care of splitting the image into
2 separate images, displaying them alternatingly on the projector. The shut-
ter glasses are synchronized to the alternating images by means of infra-red
lightpulses.

2.3.2 Design issues of a VE application

In contrast to conventional 2D graphics environments a VR environment is
usually not a completely event-driven run-time architecture [37]. These ar-
chitectures assume that user actions are the primary driver of actions in the
environment. They are idle as long as no event-input is provided.

The environment is expected to provide a reliable and consistent represen-
tation of the results of the simulation at that moment and mechanisms enabling
the user to change parameters in the environment. All these actions are events
which must be processed seemingly parallel by the application [38].

A loop architecture which is constantly executing commands in an “infinite”
loop provides therefore an easier approach. The disadvantage of this approach
is a strong dependency between otherwise independent modules: The total exe-
cution time and speed of the loop is limited by the time to perform the slowest
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operation.
The main actions performed in the loop are:

• Visualize data. The data is loaded and converted into a visual represen-
tation by varying methods. The time needed to perform these operations
depends on the size and complexity of the data, the chosen visualization
methods, their algorithms and parameters.

• Interaction interface. The researcher navigates and interacts with the
system to adjust parameters. The notifications of interaction with the
system, such as a pressed button, are called events. These must be passed
on to the appropriate objects. The events themselves do not take much
time to process, but the visible results must not be delayed too long, or
the researcher will experience difficulty in the interaction process.

• Rendering images. The final visualization of data as well as graphical user
interface (GUI) items such as buttons must be rendered to the screen. The
speed is limited by hardware performance such as the vertex throughput
and the vertex processing time.

2.3.3 Optimization

The time between an action of the researcher and the resulting visual feedback is
called the interaction response [39]. If the environment reacts too slow, the user
will experience difficulty in navigation and during the precise placement of tools.
Often, a lot of small adjustments are needed to find the correct representation.
If the lag between subsequent adjustments is too big, it will limit effectiveness
and extend research time considerably, decreasing the benefits of the virtual
exploration environment.

The interaction response depends on the transformation of data into visual
objects and the render time needed to draw these objects:

• The transformation of scientific data into visual objects and their prop-
erties (colour, transparency) must be fast, though the allowed period is
longer than the allowed render time, due to its infrequent occurrence. The
time needed to update the visualization should be kept low without com-
promising consistency. Transferred data and visualization computations
must be minimized as much as possible. This can be accomplished by only
recomputing changed parts of the data-transformation process [40].

• The overall render time of the visualization environment must be suffi-
ciently low. The render time is the time needed to convert triangles and
polygons into screen-pixels. When the render time is too high, naviga-
tion and interaction will become difficult since the visual feedback occurs
too slow to allow interaction. Usually a framerate of at least 10 frames
per second is necessary to allow smooth exploration and interaction. To
accomplish this framerate, visualizations might be simplified by reducing
the amount of polygons or by visualizing a subdomain of the flow.

To control the interactive response and the speed of visualization updates,
the amount of visualized data must be limited as much as possible. It depends
on the data and the research goals which methods are suitable to improve the
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speed of visual feedback: in some cases a researcher might decide a slow visual
update and detailed visualization is preferable over a fast updated and less
detailed view.

Object optimization

An object can examine its input data, as well as its own parameters. In order to
improve performance it can choose to change its state by using this information.
No feedback is provided to compute whether the change in state had the desired
effect on performance improvement.

One of the easiest methods to compute the speed of the visualization appli-
cation is by using the current number of frames per second (fps). This method
has a number of drawbacks though:

• The period between subsequent updates of the object’s state is hard to
guess. An object which changes its parameters constantly can create a
confusing visualization. If the object reacts too slowly to user- or system
events, adjustments are applied to the object whose actual parameters
and state are already advanced but not yet visualized, which results in an
inconsistent state of the environment and confusing feedback towards the
user [41].

• The number of frames per second does not depend on one object only.
When a low framerate occurs, several objects might start to adjust them-
selves at the same time. It might be just one object which causes the
number of polygons to drop dramatically. To circumvent this problem,
one could use the object’s amount of triangles or polygons, as opposed to
the total amount of polygons in the scene. The visualization object it-
self however, is not responsible for automatically adjusting its parameters
when the framerate drops below a certain threshold. It is the responsibil-
ity of the render environment to decide which object should adjust itself:
this is the only part of the visualization application which can compare
all the objects and their relative complexity. All the visualization objects
must offer are methods to increase or decrease their complexity.

Another policy only adjusts the visualization object while it is being modified
by the user. During interaction, the object is represented with a less expensive
(in terms of computing- and render time) representation. This can be obtained
by lowering the level of detail (LOD) or simplifying the visualization algorithm
itself [42]. When the interaction stops (i.e. the object moves out of focus) the
object switches back to normal mode. This introduces a small delay, but it is
usually small enough not to cause irritation. Faster computational algorithms
are generally less accurate, implying a trade-off between accuracy and perfor-
mance. The researcher must be aware of the fact that the simplified state of
the object is possibly an incorrect representation of the data. He must decide
whether the representation error is small enough to be useful.

2.3.4 Interaction

To control the visualization process, a graphical user interface presents the user
with interaction methods. The visualization parameters can be changed, as well
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as the physical properties of an object such as position, orientation and scale. In
an immersive environment, interaction is often done by means of a 3D mouse, a
wand or a data-glove. Its position and orientation are tracked and the researcher
can invoke events by pressing buttons.

Standard navigation is performed by pointing the wand in the desired di-
rection and pushing a button. Acceleration can be used, which increases the
speed over time as long as the navigation button is pressed down. This en-
ables faster transit between different areas, while delicate movements are still
possible. Other buttons can be used to change the orientation.

Speech recognition allows a user to interact with an object without having
to focus upon it. Recognizing human speech is not a straightforward task and
computers have serious problems recognizing words if they are not pronounced
in a certain specified way. The recognition error can be reduced by using only
a subset of commands, depending on the context of the environment [43].
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Chapter 3

FlowFish

This chapter describes the various visualization methods of FlowFish. The goal
of FlowFish is described in section 3.1, followed by an overview of the architec-
ture (section 3.2) and common implementation methods (section 3.3). Flow-
Fish is designed around 3 classes of functions: supporting classes (section 3.4),
global visualization classes (section 3.5) and local visualization classes (section
3.6). Each class is described in terms of its purpose, properties, advantages, dis-
advantages and implementation. The obtained results are presented in section
3.7.

3.1 Goal of FlowFish

Complex high-dimensional flow data demands a well designed representation
environment. Immersing the scientist in the environment, allowing 3 dimensions
to be used during representation instead of 2, improves the representations
considerably since advanced methods such as motion-parallax can be used to
analyze the flow. The data is often time-dependent and created by simulations.
Updates of the representation should usually be performed as soon as updated
data is available. Time-dependent representation methods should be available
to analyze the flow over time.

FlowFish is a collection of flowfield visualization classes and tools to control
them, suitable for immersive virtual environments. The FlowFish application
employs this environment to unambiguously display complex high-dimensional
flow visualizations. Several types of classes are available, each with their own
specific parameters, interaction and visualization methods. Each class provides
quick and intuitive methods to examine flows. FlowFish can be considered as
a wrapper on top of existing visualization libraries, extending and combining
the functionality of existing visualization classes and virtual reality interaction
methods for visualizing flowfields in immersive environments.

A FlowFish object embeds a complete visualization network; from data input
to visualized object. Interaction methods are included in each module to change
an object’s representation and behaviour. Each object functions as a so-called
black box: data goes in, a visualization comes out. The internal visualization
network is hidden from the user, except for the interaction methods required to
control an object’s settings. Updated data is loaded and processed immediately

19
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so the visual representation matches the new state of the flowfield as quickly as
possible.

The scientist is presented with the front-end of each module, which consists
of the visualized data representation, as well as an interface to control the vi-
sualization parameters. The objects present themselves in the same manner as
they are embedded in the FlowFish library: as one object, containing all the
tools, filters and GUI items it requires to visualize and control the data.

While working in an immersive virtual environment, interaction by means
of a mouse or keyboard is not sufficient. FlowFish provides suitable, intuitive
tools to interact with the environment and to control visual representations.
Objects inside and outside the flow can be selected, dragged and dropped. The
interaction behaves in such a way as to imitate the grabbing and releasing of
real life objects as best as possible. The contact between the researcher and the
flow representation is direct, seemingly without the physical limitations present
in the real world.

3.2 Architecture

Figure 3.1: FlowFish architecture.

The visualization of data on a screen requires several layers converting the
data to actual pixels (figure 3.1). The following sections shortly describe the
functionality of each layer on which FlowFish is built.

OpenGL

OpenGL is an extensive set of portable graphic functions. It was introduced
in 1992 and supports both 2D and 3D graphics programming [44]. Its applica-
tion programming interface (API) is supported by a wide variety of computer
platforms. Besides basic drawing routines such as rendering mathematical ob-
jects like lines and triangles, it supports texture mapping and special effects
such as anti-aliasing. OpenGL-based applications can run on systems ranging
from PCs and workstations to supercomputers. Many graphic boards support
the OpenGL standard, providing fast rendering of large amounts of polygons
in hardware which are necessary to create an immersive virtual reality environ-
ment.
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CAVELib

The CAVELib library offers easy access to the VR system’s hardware, including
the interaction devices and stereo-display [45]. It provides access to the tracker
data, transformation matrices and synchronization routines. A wide variety of
display and interaction combinations are possible, allowing maximum freedom
in the creation of a VR system.

VTK

The Visualization Toolkit is a free scientific visualization library supported on
different platforms and operating systems [31]. Its functionality is improved and
extended every day by many contributors all over the world. VTK includes over
500 C++ classes, including 2D and 3D visualization primitives, image process-
ing, extensive mathematical functions, widgets, light sources and cameras. A
visualization pipeline transforms numerical data into geometric constructs that
are rendered into visual presentations. This concept is described in more detail
in section 3.3.1.

VTK to CAVE

Matthew Hall has combined VTK with the CAVE library, thereby allowing the
incorporation of VTK objects in a CAVE by means of a translation into OpenGL
[46]. The polygonal data resulting from VTK objects is held in shared memory
to make it accessible to all display processes. Dynamically changing data is
handled automatically. VTK Rendering tools such as cameras and light sources
are not supported and have to be performed in OpenGL directly. A number of
changes have been made by the Section Computational Science of the UvA to
the original distribution to support transparent and textured objects as well as
to increase performance.

CAVETalk

ViaVoice is a speech recognition system which can interpret audio by means of
a predefined set of commands. A user can speak through a wireless microphone
and the CAVETalk library takes care of passing the interpreted commands from
the speech recognition engine to the application. CAVETalk also offers audio
feedback by means of the ViaVoice Text-To-Speech (TTS) synthesizer. When
a command is carried out or finished, a sound or spoken text can be played
through a set of speakers. CAVETalk is based on CAVESpeak, developed by
Bram Stolk from SARA. CAVETalk supports dynamic loading of vocabularies
based on application context to increase speech recognition performance [47].

SCAVI

The Speech CAVE and VTK Interaction library (SCAVI) created by Don Han-
nema, is a standardization of interaction tools in a virtual reality environment
[43]. It contains a general purpose library for scientific visualization and ob-
ject handling. Common visualization methods can quickly be integrated in an
immersive environment by using the VTK-extended SCAVI-actor. It provides
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basic positioning, rotation and scaling functionality by means of an input de-
vice such as a wand. Furthermore, SCAVI provides abstract input device event
handling by processing all input devices and passing only desired events to the
actors. A 2D menu class is available which can be used to access visualization
parameters.

3.3 Visualization networks

A visualization network takes (scientific) data as input and provides a visual
representation as output. The mapping of data values onto the domain of a
representation parameter is an important part of the visualization process. The
visualization pipeline (figure 3.2) is the basic implementation of the visualization
network.

Figure 3.2: Visualization pipeline. Each square denotes a filter. The black
arrows show the direction of data transfer through the pipeline. The gray arrows
show the direction of update requests.

3.3.1 The visualization pipeline

A visualization pipeline is a first-in, first-out (FIFO) construction with a number
of filters through which data flows in order to create a visual representation.
Figure 3.2 shows an abstract representation of a basic visualization pipeline.
The black arrows denote the direction of data flow through the pipeline. The
gray arrows denote the direction of an update request through the pipeline.

A visualization pipeline consists of the following type of modules:

• Source. The data enters the pipeline by means of a Source object. Com-
mon examples are file-readers and objects that automatically generate
data.

• Filter. Filters manipulate and process data or extract information. They
extract a scientific representation from the data according to their settings
or perform basic data functions such as merging separate data blocks.
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• Mapper. The mapper converts its input into a set of polygons with colour,
shading and transparency information.

• Actor. The actor is the representation of the visualization on screen and
contains parameters necessary to add the visualization to the environ-
ment. The actor itself has no knowledge about visualization algorithms
or parameters. It is fed by the mapper with vertices and polygons which
it renders when requested to do so.

The flow of data through the network should be as efficient as possible. The
amount of data must be kept to a minimum to reduce bandwidth congestion.

Update ( ) {

if (preceding_object)

preceding_object->Update ();

if ( (input == modified) || (parameters == modified) )

ComputeOutput ();

else

return;

}

Figure 3.3: Pseudo-code of the update of a pipeline object.

Figure 3.3 shows a piece of pseudo-code which takes care of the update of an
object. If an object in the pipeline is requested to update itself, it will first notify
its preceding object (if any) to update itself. Therefore this check-and-update-
request travels automatically back to the beginning of the pipeline (the gray
arrows in figure 3.2). When the preceding objects return, which indicates their
current output is up to date, the object will check whether its own parameters
or input has been modified and update its state and output when necessary.
All objects following a modified object will notice their input data has been
changed and update their state subsequently. Finally, the actor can provide the
rendering environment with a set of polygons representing the current state of
the visualization. An actor only invokes an update request on its visualization
pipeline when the renderer requests its data. This method ensures updates only
occur when they are requested. When for example an actor is invisible, no
update requests will be performed.

In a visualization network, filters can be used to merge several visualization
pipelines. A filter can combine the output of other filters to create its own
output. Reusing the output of a filter reduces computation time and allows the
creation of complex visualizations in which several datasets are used.

During the creation of a visualization network, the parameters of every object
must be set to an initial value. Default values which work well for most datasets
are set when an object is created. The environment must refrain from focusing
upon a phenomenon from the start. The researcher must be aware of the fact
that the initial visualization is generated by using default parameters which
might not be correct with respect to the current dataset.

To reduce communication overhead and memory usage, part of the visuali-
zation network can be “cut off”. For example, a reader can be destroyed when
the data is loaded and is known to be static. Since filters do not know by which
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objects their output is used, they have a reference counter. This counter is
increased every time another object is connected and starts using its output.
When the object is disconnected from a pipeline, the counter is decreased by
one. As soon as it reaches zero, indicating no more pipelines are connected to
it, it is destroyed and removed from memory.

The construction of the actual screen image from the end data of all visual-
ization networks is performed by the graphics renderer, in our case OpenGL. It
renders the pixels provided by the visualization networks to the screen taking
into account the mutual spatial relations and visualization properties (colour,
texture, transparency) of the visual objects.

3.4 Support classes

The support classes do not perform scientific visualizations but present modules
that facilitate the creation of and interaction with visual representations.

3.4.1 A 3D menu: the vtkCAVEMenu class

To take full advantage of the 3 dimensional immersive nature of the environment,
vtkCAVEMenu offers a 3D menu. The items consist either of extruded characters
or polygon objects. Every item can have its own event handler which is invoked
as the item is selected (“hitting and clicking” with the wand). Any polygon
object can be used as a button. The size of these objects might differ greatly
with respect to each other and the menu itself. To keep control over the overall
menu-size, buttons can automatically be normalized. They are positioned in a
grid-like or cubic structure with variable resolution and size.

Figure 3.4 shows a simple example of a vtkCAVEMenu, used by vtkSource-

Cursor (see section 3.6). The four spheres set the size of the cursor spheres,
the letters D(ot), K(ube), P(lane) and C(loud) are used to set the shape of the
cursor and the arrows (“<” and “>”) respectively decrease and increase the
cursor’s resolution. The 8 diamond-shaped objects at the corners of the menu
can be used to reposition and orient the menu.

3.4.2 General flow data access: the cFlowField class

The cFlowField class performs several tasks:

1. cFlowField depicts the flowfield by creating a bounding box around the
flow data. This representation clarifies the spatial relationship between
visualizations in the same flow. It facilitates the orientation of the user
with respect to the flow and guides him in positioning items in the flow.

2. cFlowField controls initialization of the flowfield, such as spacing of the
data; setting the size between subsequent data elements.

3. It takes care of loading data and merging separate datafiles when neces-
sary. A uniform data structure is presented to the visualization classes
so they need not to bother with reading, merging or reloading the data.
The data describing a flowfield can reside in various formats. Multiple
flow properties can be combined in one datablock. When a flow is simu-
lated, separation of flow properties over several files prevents reloading
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Figure 3.4: Perspective view of a vtkSourceCursor menu (see section 3.6).

those parts of the data which do not change, such as the geometry. Sim-
ulations can run locally or remote on dedicated computer-clusters. After
the completion of a time step, the data is sent over the network to the
visualization workstation [40]. The cFlowField class checks whether the
input data is updated by means of a flag or timestamp. It will reload
the data immediately and set a flag so subsequent filters are notified they
have to recompute their data. These changes travel automatically from
input-data through the visualization network.

4. Since the amount of data can be immense, subsampling is sometimes nec-
essary. Out of every n voxels, only 1 is passed on1. This allows large
datasets to be visualized without putting too much strain on the comput-
ing power or memory capacity of the computer. Visualization classes have
access to both the original and subsampled data. This is mainly meant to
be used by local visualization methods when extremely large datasets are
used.

5. A visualization class might only use the vector-magnitudes of a dataset
instead of the vectors themselves. For easy access to this scalar data-
property cFlowField creates a volume with scalar data containing the
vector magnitudes.

The mutual spatial relationship between visualizations must be kept intact so
no distorted view is presented. Visualization methods which partially visualize
the flowfield can be confusing when they are not properly aligned within the
flow. To ensure that all visualization objects are correctly aligned with respect
to each other, a global transformation matrix (TM) is necessary on which all

1Sampling discretizes a (continuous) signal. The sample rate indicates the number of
samples taken from the domain per specified time period. Increasing the sample rate results
in a higher resolution of the obtained discrete data.
Subsampling a dataset by a subsample ratio n means that of every n voxels of the original

dataset only 1 is present in the subsampled data. This is done to obtain a smaller (in terms
of memory usage) representation. Increasing the subsample ratio results in a lower resolution
of the obtained discrete data.
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Figure 3.5: Scene graph of the FlowFish environment.

visual representations depend. A scene graph is used to describe the relationship
between objects’ transformation matrices built on top of each other (see figure
3.5). Changing the TM of an object located high in the graph will affect all
the objects connected to it. The CAVE transformation matrix describes the
transformations of the scenery to the viewer’s eyes. The vtkSourceCursor,
cFlowField and vtkCAVEMenu3D can be positioned independently of each other.
All visualization classes use cFlowField’s matrix. Thus, when the flowfield is
moved, all visualizations stay aligned.

In order to have several views of the same flow next to each other, several
cFlowField instances can be created, using the same input data or the out-
put of another cFlowField instance. Visualization methods belonging to the
same cFlowField stay aligned while the flowfields can be repositioned, rotated
or scaled with respect to each other. By manually creating each cFlowField

instance, the user is aware of the fact that more than one collection of represen-
tation methods is used, which all visualize the same flow but do not have any
spatial relationship.

Figure 3.6: Flowfield representation with anchor and 3D menu.

The only visualization cFlowField performs is the creation of a bounding
box around the data, possibly in combination with an anchor (figure 3.6). The
bounding box or anchor can be used to move, rotate and scale the flowfield
representation. They directly affect the main transformation matrix, so that all
visualization objects stay aligned.

Interaction

Through the cFlowField menu, the interaction with the flow can be changed:

1. The bounding box can be used to move and orient the flowfield by means
of the transformation matrix. It provides easy access since the flow is
usually the largest object in the virtual environment. However, objects
inside the flow can not be accessed.
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2. The anchor allows both access to the flow’s transformation matrix as well
as to objects positioned within the flow area.

3. The flowfield can be locked which prevents access to its transformation
matrix by means of interaction. All other objects remain accessible.

Implementation

The data is read by vtkDataSetReaders or passed directly on by means of
shared memory segments (figure 3.7). Gray boxes denote the objects with direct
communication to other objects or to the user by means of CAVE or SCAVI
methods. Data can be divided in a geometry, vector and scalar domains. This
allows partial update of the flow, reducing network overload and computation
time. When they are combined in one file, they are read in by the geometry
dataset reader and both v(ector) and p(ressure) reader objects are ignored.
To create a subdomain of the data using a subsample ratio, vtkExtractVOI
filters remove part of the data which is merged again by the vtkMergeFilter

to combine geometry with vectors and scalars. vtkOutlineSource creates a
bounding box for the flow. vtkCubeSource is either set to a small cube-shape
in the corner of the flow’s bounding box to serve as anchor or aligned with the
bounding coordinates of the geometry file. Through the vtkCubeSource the
user can adjust the main transformation matrix in order to reposition, orient or
scale the flow.

Figure 3.7: cFlowField’s visualization network.

3.5 Global visualization methods

The tools which are used to examine a flowfield can roughly be divided into
two separate visualization methods: global and local methods. Global methods
provide an overall view on the behaviour of the flow, local methods give a more
detailed representation of certain locations within the flow. These locations can
be interactively set by the user.
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3.5.1 Glyphs: the cGlyphsFF class

Particle methods create one or more polygon-based objects which visualize both
scalar and vector properties of the flow. The physical appearance (orientation,
size, colour) of these objects is changed according to the value of the flow-
properties at the corresponding position.

a: Cone and hook.

b: Gray lookup table. c: Glyphs (cones) oriented to vectors.

Figure 3.8: Glyph objects, standard lookup table and orientation example.

Glyphs are hook- or cone-shaped particles (figure 3.8-a), pointing in the
direction of the flow by aligning themselves with the direction vector at their
position (figure 3.8-c). They are useful in providing a global overview of the
flow’s behaviour. Additional flow characteristics can be visualized by colouring
or scaling of glyphs according to scalar flow data such as pressure or speed.
A lookup table is used to map voxel values to hue-, saturation- and opacity
values when colouring of the glyphs is performed (see 3.8-b). For example,
a mapping from “low” blue values to “high” red values is common. Unless
specified otherwise, all screenshots use this configuration.

Scaling is useful for highlighting minimum and maximum values of a flow
property. Relatively large glyphs or seemingly void areas positioned at unex-
pected positions help to locate the presence of such values. Extremely small or
large vectors can be present, for example caused by the pulsatile nature of the
flow. While scaling, this can result in a few extremely large glyphs. Therefore
the glyphs are normalized but this might render a lot of particles almost in-
visible. Glyph-objects can therefore be clipped to a specified size so their size
cannot exceed the clipping value. This allows smaller glyphs to be increased
in size while the largest glyphs remain the same. Clipping must be used with
extreme caution since it can cause a non-linear mapping from flow data values
to glyph size thereby deforming the correct visual representation.

Flowfields often consist of millions of data points. Creating a glyph at every
point will clutter the view immediately (figure 3.9-a and 3.9-c). A global sub-
sampling of the data, provided by cFlowField can be used, but this will not
always be sufficient: its output consists of a regularly spaced dataset used by
many visualization filters. Glyphs generally require higher subsampling rates
than other visualizations. Figures 3.9-b and 3.9-d show subsampled represen-
tations. When seen in an immersive environment, these visualizations provide
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a: Original dataset (hooks, front). b: Subsample ratio of 8.

c: Original dataset (cones, bottom). c: Subsample ratio of 7.

Figure 3.9: The effect of subsampling on glyph visualization of a whirlwind
simulation (see page 72 for colour versions).

a global view of the rotating motion of the dataset, without cluttering the
view. With certain sub-sampling values aliasing of the data might appear (fig-
ure 3.10-a). Random sub-sampling avoids this: instead of taking every nth

sample, a random sample from every set of n voxels is taken. The average dis-
tance between sub-sampled points remains the same, while reducing the chance
of overlooking small phenomena.

If the size of an interesting flow phenomenon is smaller than the distance
between sub-sampled points, it might not be revealed in the simulation. Random
sub-sampling reduces this risk, but the scientist should always be aware of the
possibility of overlooking an interesting phenomenon. When time-dependent
flow is visualized and a subsequent snapshot is loaded, the random positions of
glyphs are recomputed, so over time all voxels within the dataset are visualized
an equal amount of times. When the dataset is often updated, this might result
in “jumping” glyphs which often change of position. This can create a confusing
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a: Aliasing effect in a b: Random subsampled dataset,
regularly subsampled dataset. preventing aliasing.

Figure 3.10: Aliasing effect during subsampling (top-view) (see page 73 for
colour versions).

view, therefore random subsampling can be turned off.
The total amount of polygons and vertices of the glyph objects can be quite

high, which can slow down the rendering speed considerably. Sub-sampling is
only possible to a certain degree; too much information will be lost if a relatively
high sub-sample value is used. To lower render times, a simplified glyph object
can be used, such as the hook shown in figure 3.8-b. The hook consists of only
4 vertices and no polygons, leaving the triangle transparent. The cone consists
of 11 vertices and 12 shaded polygons. By shading the polygon, cones provide
a good depth-cue on their orientation, but are costly in terms of render time.
The orientation of the hooks is less obvious as it is not shaded, but the amount
of vertices is considerably lower, allowing them to be rendered faster.

Interaction

Using cGlyphsFF’s vtkCAVEMenu the following options can be selected:

• Select hook glyph or cone glyph.

• Turn sampling on / off.

• Set subsample ratio by means of a keypad-like menu.

• Turn random sampling on / off.

• Colour by scalar or vector magnitude.

• Turn constant scaling on / off.

• Scale by scalar or vector magnitude.

• Increase / decrease constant scaling. With two buttons the constant scal-
ing factor can be doubled or halved.
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Implementation

The cGlyphsFF class is derived from VTK’s vtkGlyph3D class. The vtk-

StructuredPoints object contains the output of cFlowField. Again, all gray
boxes denote the objects with direct communication to other objects or to
the user by means of CAVE or SCAVI methods. The SetInput method of
vtkGlyph3D is bypassed to route the data through a vtkMaskInput filter which
subsamples it. This filter only passes points and point-data through, so in order
not to loose any scalar information, the original data is probed with the sub-
sampled points. If no subsampling is used, the input data is passed directly to
the vtkGlyph3D object. It creates the actual glyphs using either the 3D cone
primitive or 2D hook. Polygon normals, created by vtkPolyDataNormals, are
required to create smoothly shaded polygons in the final representation. The
colouring of glyphs is performed by mapping scalar data onto a lookup table.
The mapper, which is included in the vtkCAVEActor, uses this map to colour
the final polygon data. The vtkCAVEActor is the representation of this data in
the VR environment and is responsible for the position, orientation and scale of
the glyphs.

Figure 3.11: The glyphs class visualization network.

3.5.2 Raycasting

Volume rendering methods use scalar data of a flowfield to create a volumetric
representation. Two methods of volumetric scalar rendering are discerned: ray-
casting and surface rendering.

Raycasting includes every voxel in its representation of the flow. No subsam-
pling is performed, so the risk of overlooking interesting phenomena is reduced.
It visualizes volumes and surfaces consisting of scalar values which are of in-
terest to the user. The partial transparency of the raycasted image enables an
overview of the flow and facilitates a comparison between spatially scattered
regions with equal scalar values.

The raycasting technique is based upon the idea of “shooting” a ray from
the position of every pixel in the final render-frame towards the data. Every
voxel receives a property-value (such as transparency or colour) based upon a
lookup table. Every voxel through which the ray travels, adds its value. The
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Figure 3.12: Raycasted image of a 3D static reactor (SMRX) filter (see section
3.7 for a description) [48]. The arrow denotes the flow direction (see page 75
for a colour version).

ray is terminated when it leaves the data-domain and the pixel from which it
originated, receives its final value. To get an effective and accurate image, the
user must find a definition of the lookup table, such that features of interest
are highlighted in the resulting image. Every flow has its own behaviour and
every analysis has its own goal, therefore a useful parameterization of a lookup
table must be defined separately for each flow. Furthermore, the scalar range of
different snapshots of a time-dependent flow can differ considerably. The user
might need to correct the lookup table to adjust it for the new scalar range.

Opposed to the particle methods, the results of raycasting can only be cached
as long as the observer’s location and orientation do not change with respect
to the dataset. As soon as movement of either object occurs, the casted rays
will travel at a different angle through the dataset and will therefore have to be
recomputed.

Raycasting is computationally expensive and demanding. There are several
methods to speed up the raycasting technique and discard unnecessary rays [49].
Early ray termination is a technique that can be used if the rays are traversed
front-to-back. It ends the ray traversal after the accumulated transparency or
colour for that ray is above a certain threshold. Octree decomposition is a
hierarchical spatial enumeration technique that permits fast traversal of empty
space, thus saving substantial time in traversing the volume. Adaptive sampling
tries to minimize work by taking advantage of the homogeneous parts of the
volume; for each square in the image, one traverses the rays going out of the
vertices of the bounding box and recursively goes down repartitioning this square
into smaller ones if the difference in the image pixel value is larger than a certain
threshold.

Dedicated workstations such as a Silicon Graphics Workstation [50] have
hardware support for raycasting, but of-the-shelf graphics cards, such as used
in the DRIVE system (see section 2.3.1) do not always support this. Perform-
ing raycasted images solely in software is computationally very expensive and
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will effectively render smooth interaction impossible. Since the DRIVE sys-
tem lacks software support for raycasting methods in virtual environments, this
visualization method was not implemented in the FlowFish library.

All raycasted images of this document were created by Kitware’s VolView
application [51]. VolView is a 2D application which creates high resolution
raycasting images of VTK data on common workstations.

3.5.3 Iso-surface rendering: the cSurfaceFF class

Surface rendering visualizes a threshold or boundary of scalar flow data by pro-
ducing a so called iso-surface within the dataset [52]. Iso-surfaces provide an
intuitive visualization when the user wants to find the location of a specific
scalar value or boundary within the flow. Iso is short for iso-parametric: The
iso-surface connects all the voxels with the specified iso-value (see figure 3.13).
Between adjacent voxels with values above and below the iso-value, linear in-
terpolation is performed.

a: Low, mean and high value iso-surface b: Top-perspective view.

Figure 3.13: Iso-surface visualization of the vector-magnitudes (speed) of a
whirlwind simulation (see page 73 for an enlarged version).

Visualizing several surfaces with different iso-values requires the surfaces
to be at least partially transparent since they could enclose each other. The
transparency and colour of a surface can be fixed to a specified value, depending
on its iso-value, or can be computed by mapping another scalar property of the
data onto a transparency and colour lookup table.

Iso-surfaces can be approached by raycasting: using a so-called spike in the
lookup table, narrowing the opacity-range around the desired value, only voxels
with the desired iso-value can be highlighted. Raytracing does not perform
any interpolation between adjacent voxels though, therefore holes are likely to
appear in the surface. Furthermore it is costly in terms of computing time and
power.

To create the polygonal surface, the marching cube algorithm is usually
considered to be accurate, though not extremely fast. 8 voxels positioned in a
cube are considered. Their values are examined to check whether the surface
crosses the cube, which it does if some of the voxels have values below the
specified iso-value and some values are above. The cube is then triangulated.
Using symmetry, 14 unique cases are possible (figure 3.14). The disadvantage is
one case where the surface cannot be determined by looking only at the voxels’
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values (see figure 3.15). Using the surface normals of surrounding triangles helps
to overcome this problem.

Figure 3.14: The 14 unique triangulations of the Marching Cube algorithm (no
triangulation is performed on the empty cube #0).

a: 2D situation. b: 3D situation.

Figure 3.15: Ambiguous triangulation.

As long as the flowfield does not change, the polygons describing the surface
are stored in memory. A surface visualizes a single time step of time-dependent
flow. When a subsequent snapshot is loaded, the surface must be recomputed.
This might create a confusing representation when surfaces with the same iso-
value do not seem to have any spatial relationship across several snapshots. For
example, a shockwave caused by pressure will not have the exact same iso-value,
so visualizing it by an iso-surface will probably not show a consistent surface
moving along with the shockwave over time.

Figure 3.16: The creation of triangle-strips.

Depending on the size of the flow and the choice of iso-value(s) the resulting
amount of polygons is considerably high. Several algorithms exist that reduce
the number of polygons while keeping the mesh intact as much as possible. Dec-
imation reduces the amount of triangles by merging polygons connected by an
angle less than a specified threshold [52]. Triangle-strips reduce the amount of
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memory by storing less information by combining vertices of adjacent triangles
(see figure 3.16). First, triangulation breaks down polygons into numerous tri-
angles. Normally, each triangle consists of 3 vertices, so 3n vertices are necessary
to store n triangles. Triangle-strips start with 2 vertices and add 1 vertex per
adjacent triangle, resulting in a total amount of n + 2 vertices for n triangles.

Implementation

The visualization network for the cSurfaceFF class is shown in figure 3.17.
The vtkContourFilter at the top creates the surface from the dataset using
the Marching Cube algorithm. The vtkDecimate, vtkTriangleFilter and
vtkStripper filters reduce the amount of polygons and data to enable smooth
interaction. vtkProbeFilter probes the resulting polygons with the original
dataset for scalar data. The iso-surface can be coloured by mapping this flow-
property on the vtkLookupTable. The vtkPolyDataNormals normalizes vectors
so lighting is correctly applied. The user specifies the iso-value(s) and controls
various parameters of the decimating filter, implicitly controlling the granu-
larity (increasing the polygon reduction (rough surface) or decreasing (smooth
surface)) of the iso-surface appearance which is inversely proportional to the
amount of frames per second when the surface is the main visualization method.

Figure 3.17: Visualization network of the cSurfaceFF class.

3.6 Local visualization methods

Local visualization methods visualize a part of flow data. A cursor object is
present to set the location from which the visual representation is created.
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3.6.1 3D cursor: the vtkSourceCursor class

Several objects require a 3D cursor to select a specific location or locations in
the flowfield. The vtkSourceCursor class offers several cursor-types, such as
a single dot, a plane, cube or cloud of spheres (figure 3.18). Type, size and
resolution can be set by means of a vtkCAVEMenu menu (see figure 3.4). The
cursor is positioned and oriented by dragging one of its source-spheres to the
desired location. The location of each sphere in the cursor specifies the location
of a point-source that is used in the local visualization methods.

Figure 3.18: vtkSourceCursor: The four shapes of the cursor: dot, cube, cloud
(resolution 6) and plane (resolution 3).

The flow has its own coordinate system which is initially aligned to the
CAVE coordinates but can be altered by the user by dragging the bounding box
or anchor. The scene graph of figure 3.5 shows the independent positions of the
flowfield and the cursor. The coordinates of the vtkSourceCursor spheres must
be translated back to CAVE coordinates by inverting its own matrix, and from
there to the flow’s coordinate system. This is done automatically by each visu-
alization class which provides its transformation matrix to vtkSourceCursor.

Interaction

vtkSourceCursor provides a menu through which the following options can be
selected:

1. Select the shape: dot, cube, cloud or plane.

2. Set the size of the cursor spheres to one of 4 predefined sizes.

3. Decrease / increase resolution (only effective while a dot or plane shape
is used).

The size of the cursor can be adjusted in the same way other visual objects
are adjusted: by clicking with the middle wand button, a red bounding box
appears around the cursor. By selecting and dragging with the left wand button,
the size is increased or decreased.

3.6.2 Streamlines: the cStreamlinesFF class

Glyphs are the only method of the previously described visualization methods
that provide information about the flow direction. They fail to clearly visualize
the behaviour and spatial dependence between specific locations within the flow.
Both streamlines and animated particles aid the user by visualizing curving
motion and converging and diverging flow behaviour. A streamline wrapping
itself around a structure or sliding through obstacles provides a very intuitive
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understanding of the flow. By using several streamlines, the researcher can
investigate how the flow curves and whether it diverges or converges at specific
points.

Streamlines represent the path of a massless particle through a vector field
in a single snapshot of the flow data. The streamline does not visualize the
path of a particle over time. A particle follows the motion of the flow within a
single snapshot, originating from one or more points set by the user by means
of a vtkSourceCursor. As the particle propagates, it leaves a trace, called the
streamline. They are represented by tubes placed inside the flow data (figure
3.19).

Whirlwind. Mixer.

Figure 3.19: Streamline examples (see page 74 for colour versions).

A tube with rectangular shape is wrapped around the path. Its shaded sur-
face helps during analysis of the streamline’s shape. By rotating it around the
eigenvectors of the streamline the vorticity (”twirling” motion) can be repre-
sented. The tube can be coloured by a scalar, for example to denote speed or
pressure. In addition, its radius can be varied by scalar data.

A streamline is generated by placing a virtual massless particle in the flow.
The particle is released and integrates through the flow from its initial position.
A specified step length creates vertices on the particle’s path. Several integration
schemes are available. Common methods are Euler’s method and the nth order
Runge-Kutta method:

• Euler’s method consists of using only the first term of the Taylor Series
Expansion:

yn+1 = yn + f(xn, yn)∆x (3.1)

The so-called truncation error in Euler’s method arises because the curve
y(x) is usually not generally a straight line between neighbouring points xn

and xn+1, which is assumed in equation 3.1. The main reason of the large
errors in Euler’s method is that the method only evaluates derivatives at
the beginning of the interval, i.e. at xn. The truncation error can be
assessed by expanding y(x) about x = xn while using a step size of h
[53]. Integrating over a finite interval creates a net truncation error of
o(h) indicating the error is directly proportional to the chosen steplength.
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• Presented here is the 2nd order Runge-Kutta method [54]. This method
is not such an asymmetric integration scheme as Euler’s method because
it makes an Euler-like integration step to the middle of the interval. Take
h as the chosen interval between xn and xn+1, then:

k1 = hf(xn, yn) (3.2)

k2 = hf(xn + h, yn + k1/2) (3.3)

yn+1 = yn + k2 + O(h3) (3.4)

As indicated in the error term o(h3), this symmetrization cancels out the
first-order error. The error-reduction can be improved by taking more than one
integration step in the interval. The 4th order Runge-Kutta integration scheme
is one of the most commonly used integration methods. The integration of the
streamlines in the vtkStreamer class through the dataset is by default per-
formed by a 2nd order Runge-Kutta method but can be set to a 4th order. Both
methods give accurate results while keeping the computation time relatively
small.

Small integration step. Large integration step.

Figure 3.20: Streamline integration with different integration steps.

The integration step combined with the flow speed determines the detail of
the particle trace. A small step creates a more detailed streamline but takes
longer to compute. A higher integration step might overshoot interesting areas
when a sharp curve is present in the flow data (see figure 3.20). This can result
in streamlines which do not seem to follow the flow at all (figure 3.21). There
is no clear solution for parameterizing a streamline. Streamlines are computed
via numerical integration, they are therefore only approximations to the “real”
streamlines. The accuracy of the streamline depends directly on the integration
step. Decreasing the integration step will increase the accuracy. In order to allow
a smooth interaction with the environment, the involved computations must
be finished fairly fast. Technical restrictions such as necessary computation
time and render time of the resulting polygons in combination with the flow
data pose limits on the minimum integration step. An integration step which
is set too low might create so many points on the streamline that it slows
down the computation and visualization beyond effective performance. Careful
manual adjustments by the user, possibly provided by hints of the environment
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integration steplength = 4 integration steplength = 3

integration steplength = 2 integration steplength = 1

Figure 3.21: The effect of the integration steplength on streamline generation.

concerning minimum, maximum and mean vector-magnitudes present in the
data, will always remain necessary to find a good compromise for the integration
step.

The streamline must satisfy three criteria in order to compute and add a
subsequent vertex:

1. The speed, the magnitude of the direction vector, must be higher than a
certain user-specified threshold, called “terminal velocity”.

2. The last computed vertex must lie within the data boundaries.

3. The number of integrations, expressed in the number of vertices, must not
exceed a user-specified limit.

These 3 criteria prevent the creation of an enormous amount of vertices on
a very small scale which increases computation and render time considerably
without adding accurate information to the visual representation. The terminal
velocity can be set automatically by computing the minimum and maximum
vector-magnitudes and expressing the terminal velocity as a percentage of these
magnitudes. It can be assumed that the minimal velocity magnitude, when com-
pared with the maximum vector magnitude, usually approaches zero. Therefore
the terminal velocity can be expressed as a percentage of the maximum vector
magnitude present in the flow data.

Care must be taken when time-dependent flows are used. Maximum vector
magnitudes can differ considerably between subsequent snapshots of the flow, for
example during the startup-phase of a simulation. When the terminal velocity
is computed automatically, this can result in a confusing representation, such as
streamlines which are terminated quickly, while in subsequent snapshots they
extend much further.
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Interaction

To speed up the rendering process, the streamline can be visualized as a wire-
frame line (wire-line), instead of a tube. The tubes have the advantage of a shiny
surface by which the banking and twirling motions of the streamline are imme-
diately obvious, but they increase render time considerably. To take advantage
of both rendering methods, the user can choose to turn off tube-rendering while
he is repositioning the vtkSourceCursor, and turn it back on when the cursor
loses focus. This enables a smooth interaction, while not loosing the bene-
fits of tube-visualization. Furthermore, a temporary higher step size might be
used. This does not affect the computation of the actual streamline, but the
distance between points which are used to visualize the stream. A higher step
size creates a “rougher” appearance of the streamline, reducing the amount of
resulting polygons and vertices. When the user keeps in mind that the tempo-
rary visual representation might show “short-cuts” not actually present in the
real streamline, this will not result in a confusing image.

Through the menu, the following options can be selected:

1. Turn “always wire-line” on/off. When set, this option will always show
the streamlines as wire-lines, even when they are not selected. By default,
wireframe-lines are used when the cursor is being dragged, otherwise tubes
are visualized.

2. Turn “never wire-line” on/off. When set, this option will always render
tubes.

3. Increase / decrease integration steplength by 50%. By adjusting the
integration steplength relatively to its previous value instead of setting
the absolute value, the user does not need to know exact flow data values,
such as minimum and maximum vector magnitude.

4. Increase / decrease time step by 50%.

5. Turn speed scalar calculation on/off.

6. Turn varying of the radius by scalar value on/off.

7. Turn vorticity calculation on/off.

Implementation

The cStreamlinesFF class is derived from VTK’s vtkStreamLine class (figure
3.22). Its input consists of the flow data and the starting positions provided
by the vtkSourceCursor object. The vtkTubeFilter generates a smoothly
shaded tube object around the streamline. When vorticity scalars are generated
by vtkStreamLine the tube visualizes the vorticity by radial rotation around
the streamline. The vtkPolyDataNormals provides the polygon normals to
apply correct lighting to the surface. When interacting, the creation of tubes
is turned off and the generation of the streamlines is provided directly as input
to the mapper of the vtkCAVEActor to increase the number of framerates per
second during interaction.
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Figure 3.22: The streamlines class visualization network.

3.6.3 Animated particles: the cParticlesFF class

Particle animation is a dynamic version of the streamlines visualization. A
glyph-like object -the particle- is animated along the flow’s direction using the
flow speed (figure 3.23). This visualization method shows one property of the
flow which streamlines are less capable of visualizing; speed. A particle slowing
down or speeding up through an area provides a far more intuitive impression
of flow speed compared to, for example, colouring of streamlines.

a: Particle propagating b: Bottom-up view
through a dataset. of a whirlwind simulation.

Figure 3.23: Animated particle propagation and static particle example (see
page 74 for an enlarged version).

Particles can be either static or dynamic. Static particles are fixed: they
are separated by a specified time step. Increased vector-magnitudes result in a
larger distance between subsequent particles. Animated particles “fly” through
the flow. One animation step propagates the particles once using the current
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vectors of the flow. Increased vector-magnitudes will make them move faster.
When a particle reaches the end of its streampath, it is reset to the cursor sphere
from which it originated. When using several particles simultaneously it can be
difficult to get a clear view of the flow-direction in a single snapshot, but by
using particle animation in combination with streamlines, this problem can be
overcome.

Another advantage of animated particles is that they visualize the stream-
path of a particle over time. When animated particles are used to visualize a
time-dependent flow, they automatically use new data as soon as it is available.
A cFlowField object takes care of reloading the data when the next time step
has arrived. When the particles’ actor is requested to update itself, the up-
date request travels back to the input dataset provided by cFlowField. Since
this data is modified, the visualization pipeline of the particle will update itself
using the new data. An important distinction must be made between static
and animated particles when such a time-dependent flow is represented. Like
streamlines, static particles compute their path within a single time step. An-
imated particles compute their path using present data. The path will be the
same as a static particle’s path when no subsequent snapshot of the flow is
loaded between particle updates. But a massless particle’s path over time will
be visualized when the flow data is updated particle animations, which is not
likely to be exactly the same path a static particle follows in a single timestep.

Additional scalar flow data can be visualized by colouring and scaling the
particles according to the value of the flow property or speed at their position.
The range of the lookup table can be adjusted automatically. This may give
unwanted results when only a few particles are visualized: the range of their
minimum and maximum scalar values (either computed by cParticlesFF or
already present in the flow data) can be a small subdomain of the global scalar
domain of the flowfield: this results in particles that are scaled or coloured
by a local minimum or maximum which differs considerably from the global
minimum or maximum value.

integration step 0.8 integration step 1.6 integration step 3.2

Figure 3.24: Impact of integration steplength (see page 74 for colour versions).

Both kind of particles use the same integration method as streamlines. While
choosing the integration step, the same problems (as mentioned in the stream-
lines section) arise. Figure 3.24 shows the same flow data visualized with dif-
ferent integration steps.

When the dataset is large, a lot of integration points can be created during
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the computation of the streampath, which might slow down the rendering and
animation processes. The time step value can be used to skip one or more
integration points between neighbouring particles, thereby reducing the total
amount of particles. By increasing the time step value, a rougher visualization is
created, but it uses the original particle-path. This does not affect the accuracy
of the particle’s path, which is generated with the integration steplength.

Interaction

Since particles do not use much time to render, they are not represented in a
simplified manner while the cursor is being dragged. Options accessible through
the menu are:

1. Double or halve the integration steplength.

2. Double or halve the time step between subsequent particles.

3. Turn the generation of speed scalars on or off.

4. Set colouring to colour by vector or scalar.

5. Set scaling to scale by vector or scalar.

Implementation

cParticlesFF is based on the vtkStreamPoints class which in its turn is de-
rived from vtkStreamer (figure 3.25). The animated particles are generated by
the vtkStreamPoints object. The interpolation of animated particles can be
performed by different algorithms such as a linear method or a second order
Runge-Kutta method as described in section 3.6.2. By default the 2nd order
Runge-Kutta method is used. vtkStreamer generates scalar data by comput-
ing the speed of the stream. The vtkProbeFilter allows access to scalar data
already present in the original data. When it performs no probing, the speed
scalars are passed through. vtkGlyph3D takes the particles’ data and creates
the polygon objects which represent the particles in the virtual environment.
They can be coloured or scaled by scalar data present in the original data or
as computed by vtkStreamer. vtkPolyDataNormals adds the normals to the
polygons so particles will appear correctly shaded. The colouring is performed
by mapping a scalar data-property onto vtkLookupTable which passes the ap-
propriate colour to the mapper included in vtkCAVEActor.

3.7 Results

These sections describe the tests obtained with FlowFish’s visualization methods
and several datasets. Performance and qualitative measurements were taken.
Performance was measured by logging the number of frames per second as pro-
vided by the CAVELib library. All tests were carried out on the UvA-DRIVE
system (see section 2.3.1). The qualitative measurements of the visualizations
are obtained by comparing the visualizations with the known content of the
flow data. When a flow is known to contain certain phenomena and to show a
certain behaviour, the visualization method must provide the scientist with a
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Figure 3.25: The animated particles class visualization network.

a: single mixer. b: double mixer.

Figure 3.26: Mixer geometry.

representation which allows him to analyze the flow, its behaviour and to locate
and extract these phenomena.

The various flow data sets used in the experiments differ in size and originate
from different scientific flow simulation areas. This way it is easier to obtain ge-
neral results without focusing too much on a specific flow analysis or simulation
problem. The datasets used during the tests are:

• von Karman Reactor. This 2D dataset represent the flow around a block-
structure with a speed of τ = 0.9 at which the flow oscillates and shows
vorticity. Simulated using the Lattice-Boltzmann method by Arjen Schon-
eveld. Since this is a 2D dataset and therefore a bit trivial to represent
concerning the visualization in an immersive virtual environment, no snap-
shots of this dataset are provided. It was included in the performance tests
because of its small size, which hardly requires any subsampling. Number
of voxels: 7,500.

• Whirlwind. This 3D dataset contains a simulated whirlwind. The flow
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makes circular motions with different speed, depending on the distance
from the center. The speed increases from the outside towards the middle
of the whirlwind. The nexus of the whirlwind goes almost straight up,
hardly rotating around its z-axis. The dataset contains no geometry, only
flow. Number of voxels: 25,000.

• Stenosis. A 3D dataset simulating a stenosis in an artery (see section
4.1). A high pressure is to be expected just before the stenosis, while the
highest velocity should be located in the most narrow area. The pressure
and velocity distribution should be symmetric around the flow axis of the
artery. The artery was generated by using a voxel modeling technique
called “distance sampling”. The fluid is simulated by using the Lattice-
Boltzmann method. Number of voxels: 30,000.

• Single static mixer. This is a SMRX simulation created by D. Kandhai
e.a. [48]. It contains a static mixer which is used to mix 2 fluids with
an extremely high viscosity in a static reactor (see figure 3.26-a). The
fluids enter the mixer with a high velocity; the fluid which exits the mixer
should contain a mix of those two fluids. The fluid is simulated by using
the Lattice-Boltzmann method. Number of voxels: 468,968.

• Double static mixer. 2 single static mixers positioned orthogonal, using the
same simulation environment as the single mixer (figure 3.26-b). Number
of voxels: 699,608.

3.7.1 Results of support classes

General flow data access

The construction of an object which can read and combine several data files,
proves to be very useful in the construction of the visualization pipeline. Vi-
sualization methods only have to deal with the data itself, already combined,
updated or subsampled when necessary. The global transformation matrix used
by every visualization actor proves necessary in keeping all visualization objects
aligned, while allowing the user to freely reposition and scale the flow represen-
tation.

The relatively large bounding box facilitates repositioning of the flow con-
siderably. The anchor works well, but is less often used since it requires the
user to navigate to the anchor before manipulation can take place. Experience
with a large number of visualizations indicate that the flow representation is not
constantly relocated or rotated, these actions are usually performed just after
loading the data. As soon as the flow is positioned conveniently, it remains there
until its destruction.

3.7.2 Results of global visualization methods

Glyphs

Glyphs are useful for locating singularities from a global viewpoint. Sudden
changes in size or colour of neighbouring particles facilitate quick pin-pointing of
these locations. Singularities are clearly visible by seemingly random behaviour
of glyphs in a small area.
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a: Cone visualization. b: Hook visualization.

Figure 3.27: Glyph visualization of a whirlwind simulation without subsampling
(see page 75 for a colour version).

Effectiveness of the visualization method

Glyphs were used to visualize the whirlwind dataset (see figures 3.9-b and
3.10-b). While rotating around the whirlwind or moving towards it, both hook
and cone glyph representation showed the rotational patterns in the whirlwind.
Cones provide a better sense of depth by their shading, but it helps to change
the glyphs to hooks while navigating. A subsampling ratio is often necessary to
clarify the visualization, since otherwise the screen becomes quickly cluttered
(see figure 3.9-a).

When no subsampling is used, changing the glyph pointer from cone to a
hook can improve the quality of the global visualization while allowing smooth
interaction and navigation. A lot of cones can form a visual block by which the
rest of the flow is occluded (see figure 3.27-a). It becomes difficult to see what
lies beyond. The hooks create a kind of fuzzy visualization because each hook
is mostly transparent. Figure 3.27-b shows the whirlwind without a subsample
ratio. Areas with high or low scalar values are visible, even when they are located
in the middle of the dataset, while the direction can be seen as well when the
user is located close enough to the data. This kind of glyph visualization acts
as a kind of volume rendering and renders relatively fast, thereby providing an
interesting substitute for volume rendering.

Colouring glyphs is a useful technique to represent additional scalar informa-
tion. Intuitive colourmaps ranging from blue to red are usually mapped on the
range of values present in the flow-property . “Cold” blue objects indicate lower
values and “hot” red objects indicate higher ones. To quickly understand the
values of intermediate colours, a legend showing the applied mapping remains
necessary.
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Performance

The raw speed of the environment, without any visualization, provides a prac-
tical performance limit. A test application was implemented where the envi-
ronment was rendered without any visualization method. A framerate of 185
frames per second was obtained, which can be used as the upper limit in further
performance tests.

The raw speed of the visualization pipeline and graphics hardware was mea-
sured by visualizing several datasets with different subsample ratios from 81
to 1 with a step size of 5. Each step was visualized for 10 seconds, during
which approximately 2 samples of the framerate were taken per second. A lin-
ear dependence between the framerate and the subsample ratio was expected
because each glyph, either hook or cone, adds an equal amount of 3D primitives
(vertices, polygons, normals and colours) to the final rendering.

Figure 3.28 shows the result. The lines show the mean framerate, the vertical
bars depict the minimum and maximum framerate per second. Because the
visualization pipeline updates when the subsample ratio is adjusted, the lowest
framerate sample of each set was removed. Updates of the pipeline are likely to
happen infrequently during normal interactive analysis, and therefore the effect
is discarded.

When a large subsample ratio is applied, the framerate approaches the maxi-
mum of 185 fps fairly reasonable. The large differences between minimum and
maximum framerates of the hooks visualization of both stenosis and Karman
reactor datasets are most likely caused by the (non)availability of locks neces-
sary to retrieve access between processes and graphics buffer-memory: the small
amount of vertices makes a very fast rasterization possible, therefore most of
the time the graphics environment is busy waiting for locks to become available.
The differences diminish when the size of datasets increases, since they demand
relatively much more visualization time.

The graphics card of the DRIVE system can process 31M triangles per sec-
ond, and draw 1G pixels per second. These two limits do hardly restrict the
tests: One frame consists of 1024 ∗ ((768 ∗ 2) + 40) = 1, 613, 824 pixels, so the
maximum number of frames is 1 ∗ 109/1, 613, 824 = 619. This will pose no
limit on the performance. The number of triangles per cone is 22, so when the
largest dataset, the double static mixer, is visualized without applying a sub-
sample ratio, 699, 608 ∗ 22 = 15, 391, 376 triangles are generated, which is half
of the card’s maximum; so a framerate of 2 can be obtained. If this would be
the only practical limitation, applying a subsampling ratio of 10 would result in
20 frames per second, a reasonable performance for scientific applications.

An unsynchronized visualization environment is undesired though, since it
wastes processor time by drawing frames which will not actually be seen. By
synchronizing the visualization to the vertical screen retrace, the visualization
is only updated while the monitor’s cathode tube moves from the bottom-right
to the upper-left of the screen.

The empty application was run while synchronizing the visualization to the
vertical screen retrace. This resulted in a framerate of 67 fps which was to be
expected since the vertical screenrate is set to 67Hz. This can be considered a
practical upper-limit of the render speed that visualizations can reach.

During normal interaction, the user will often navigate around and through
the dataset. To see whether this has any influence on the render time, the
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Figure 3.28: Glyph visualization of several datasets, not synchronized with the
vertical screen retrace (see page 76 for a colour version).

stenosis dataset was visualized with different subsample ratios for 20 seconds.
During the first 10 seconds the dataset remained motionless. It was animated up
and down during the last 10 seconds in order to emulate navigation movement.
Since the geometry of the visualization method does not change, the rendering
process might speed up the creation of an image if data such as polygon-clipping
is cached. When such methods are used, they will result in a considerable higher
number of frames per second during static visualization.

Figure 3.29 shows the results. Again, the lowest framerate sample is re-
moved, and mean, minimum and maximum values are shown.

The dynamic visualization of hooks is practically equal to the static re-
presentation. Cone visualization places a much heavier load on the graphical
environment. The linear dependence between subsample ratio and framerate
per second can be seen between subsample ratios of 1 and 30. The strange
behaviour of the framerates between 31 and 81, as well as the influence of hooks
and cones visualization on the render time, is discussed in the next test. An
actual difference of almost 10 frames per second occurs between subsample ra-
tios of 41 and 51, during the sudden “jump”. Because the difference between
dynamic and static representation is negligible on the overall domain, it can be
concluded that navigation will not have a major impact on the performance of
glyph visualization.

To get an overall impression of speed (render time) using glyph represen-
tation, several datasets were visualized with both hooks and cones, using dif-
ferent subsampling ratios from 81 to 1 with a step size of 5. When the total
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Figure 3.29: Glyph test depicting static versus animated visualization of the
stenosis dataset, synchronized to vertical screen retrace.
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Figure 3.30: Glyph visualization of several datasets (see page 76 for a colour
version).
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Figure 3.31: Hook and cone visualizations on subdomains using a step size of 1
(see page 77).

number of polygons or vertices crosses the maximum throughput of the hard-
ware, a considerable drop in speed is expected.

The tests were synchronized with the vertical screen retrace, so the maximum
possible framerate is 67 fps. The effect that during highly subsampled hook
visualizations the framerate sometimes crosses the 67 fps boundary, is most
likely caused by round off errors in the functions that calculate frame display
time.

The linear dependence between subsample ratio and framerate of figure 3.28
seems only to apply to the large datasets of the single and double static mixer
when visualized with cones. Between subsample ratios 36−46 and 56−66 during
visualization of the stenosis (cones), single and double mixer (hooks) peculiar
“jumps” occur, while the framerate remains quite stable before and after these
subsample values.

A rerun of the tests with a step size of 1 was performed on these domains,
shown in figure 3.31. The jumps hint at some kind of caching which is performed:
such a drop in performance occurs when the amount of copied or swapped data
crosses a certain threshold. Computing the amount of memory the visualizations
required was fairly straight-forward in the case of hooks: each hook consists of
4 vertices, each vertex takes up 96 bytes of memory (3 coordinate floats, 3 color
floats). Figure 3.32 shows an example of the memory size of single mixer and
double mixer visualizations near the “jump”-subsample ratios. A threshold of
1,048,576 bytes (10242) would be logical but does not appear to be present.
The multiple stages of the rendering process, which includes the visualization
pipeline, copying of shared memory segments and data-transfer to the graphics
card, makes it difficult to find the bottle-neck which is causing this behaviour.
Since the graphics card specifications seem to be quite able to handle these
amounts of data (see the start of this section), the bottleneck will probably be
present in either the VTKtoCAVE library or the visualization network.

The results show that only glyph visualization using hooks can guarantee a
smooth framerate of at least 15 fps using reasonable sampling rates. The cones
demand a lot of computing power from the graphics card and can therefore
only be used when a high subsampling ratio is applied. Whether this is feasible
depends on the flow data and the kind of analysis the user is performing.
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Single40 = 11,725 glyphs = 1,125,600 bytes
Single42 = 11,166 glyphs = 1,071,936 bytes
Double60 = 11,661 glyphs = 1,119,456 bytes
Double61 = 11,469 glyphs = 1,101,024 bytes

Figure 3.32: Memory size of several subsampled datasets visualized by hooks.

Raycasting

Effectiveness of the visualization method

In figures 3.33 and 3.34 the stenosis dataset is visualized by raycasting. Un-
derneath each representation, the applied lookup table is shown. The lookup
table shows a histogram of all scalar values present in the dataset from left
(minimum value) to right (maximum value) , denoted by the light-gray vertical
lines. The coloured circles on the black line show the mapping of the scalar
values to colour. The vertical axis represents the mapping of scalar values to
transparency: from the bottom, completely transparent, to the top, completely
opaque.

The expected speed-up of flow in the middle of the stenosis (figure 3.33) can
clearly be seen. By mapping high speeds to colours such as red and yellow an
intuitive picture of the behaviour of the scalar flow property is obtained.

a: Front view b: Perspective view.

Figure 3.33: Stenosis speed visualization. The arrow denotes the flow direction
(see page 77 for a colour version).

In a stenosis, a drum-shaped pressure-profile is expected: the build-up of
pressure when the tube narrows will be the highest in the middle of the artery
following the bloodflow and it will decrease towards the edge of the artery. A
colour mapping from blue to red does not visualize this very well (figure 3.34-a).
The human eye is much more sensitive to the colour red than to the colour blue,
causing a kind of “over-exposure” which makes the exact pressure hard to see.
The sensitivity to gray values is much higher compared to colours, therefore a
non-linear black-white lookup table will accentuate the pressure-profile much
better (see figure 3.34-b).

This example shows the importance of access to a flexible lookup table when
using raycasting methods. The scientist will never be able to choose the perfect
lookup table beforehand, so easy interaction methods through which he can
make adjustments must be available.
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a: Blue-red lookup table. b: Black-white lookup table.

Figure 3.34: Stenosis pressure visualization. The arrow denotes the flow direc-
tion (see page 77 for a colour version).

Performance

The necessary computations require a lot of time and therefore a low-resolution
version of the image was used while its lookup table was adjusted or when it was
moved or rotated. Exact figures are not available, but a delay of at least 4 to 10
seconds while changing from low-quality to high-quality representation was not
uncommon. This can provide difficulty in a VR environment. Noise from the
tracking system and small movements by the user’s head can constantly trigger
updates of the visualization, slowing down interaction time considerably.

Iso-surface

Surface rendering proved to be very useful concerning the visual geometry re-
presentation. The bounding box of cFlowField only shows the outlines of the
dataset without any hint concerning the geometry. An iso-surface allows a
simple but effective outline representation of the geometry (see figure 4.8). A
detailed outline is not necessary so the number of polygons can be kept relatively
low, allowing smooth rendering.

The visualization of voxels with a data-property, such as speed or pressure,
above a certain threshold provides a useful representation. When several sur-
faces are created with evenly spaced iso-values, the distance between subsequent
surfaces visualizes the gradual change of this flow property. Where surfaces ap-
proach each other the change appears rapidly, while widely spaced surfaces
indicate a slow increase or decrease.

Performance

The response time, the time necessary to compute, decimate and triangulate
the surface, takes usually at least a couple of seconds which is relatively long.
To reduce the time spent on trial-and-error while searching for useful surface
representations, interaction methods such as histograms should be present which
facilitate the choice of iso-values.

Exact figures of performance are difficult to compare because the resulting
amount of polygons depends completely on the used flow data and chosen iso-
value(s). In general, surfaces place a heavy load on the performance and they
often slow down render times considerably. Decimating the surface will therefore
always be necessary, where the percentage of decimation with regard to the
surface depends on the size of the flow data.
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Figure 3.35: Converging streamlines in mixer.

When an iso-surface is used to show the geometry boundary, which does not
require a high-quality representation, considerable speed-up can be obtained by
visualizing it as a wireframe instead of a smooth shaded surface.

3.7.3 Results of local visualization methods

Streamlines

Figures 3.35 and 3.36 show streamlines in a dataset with a fairly complex geome-
try (see figure 3.26). The swirling ribbons of streamlines give a good insight in
intricate flow-motion. Converging and diverging streamlines help to understand
the movement of flow around obstacles. During global review of the flow, stream-
lines are less useful because a large amount of streamlines is necessary to fully
cover a flow area: computation time increases and the number of framerates
per second drop considerably. When the location of a singularity is known,
streamlines are a valuable tool to investigate them in detail.

Effectiveness of visualization method

Colouring streamlines with a scalar works well. Streamlines are useful to study
the dynamics in both direction and scalar flow property. Shaded lighting is
preferable since it provides a better depth-cue of the tube. Visualizing the
rotation of the tube was not particularly successful: the rotation can often
hardly be seen.

The goal of the single mixer is to mix two viscous fluids which enter the
mixer on top of each other. The ripples of the streamlines show their swirling
motion around the mixer’s geometry. Streamlines which enter the mixer at high
and low positions should be “mixed” when they leave the mixer. Figure 3.35
shows streamlines originating from evenly spaced cursor points, which converge
through the mixer towards the right side. They are coloured by speed scalars
and show no extreme speeds. It also shows the danger of using too many
streamlines: when they constantly converge and diverge, it might not be clear
what the general movement of the flow is. In that case, it might be best to reduce
the amount of streamlines, perhaps increase the distance between the cursor
spheres, and analyze the resulting streamlines. By moving the cursor around,
the scientist can check whether this behaviour is common for the complete flow
or whether irregularities occur at certain areas.

Performance

Measuring performance of local visualization methods such as streamlines is
difficult, since the visualization and the resulting amount of polygons depends
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Figure 3.36: Converging streamlines in double mixer (see page 78 for a colour
version).

on the location of the cursor or visualization parameters in combination with
the dataset. The difference in length, computation time and resulting points of
two streamlines originating from different locations can be considerable. They
depend completely on the flow properties so no comparative results can be
obtained by using several datasets with a local visualization.

Though streamlines consist of a relatively low amount of polygons the re-
quired render time can still be considerably. While positioning the streamline,
a faster update and visual feedback is preferred. Tests with several datasets
showed a considerable speedup while visualizing the streamline by a line repre-
sentation. When the cursor is released, a small delay in feedback is experienced
but this proved to be acceptable. The technique of increasing the step size (re-
sulting in a more rough visual representation of the computed streamline) while
the cursor is being dragged, combined with a visually less demanding represen-
tation, works well. But it is mostly the absence of tubes which speeds up of the
visualization. Increasing the integration step to decrease computation time is
not very effective since the visible streamline at the moment of dragging might
be incorrect because of overshooting and the computation time is relative small
compared to render time.

Animated particles

Animated particles provide useful clues in areas with complex flow movements
and high speed differences. Releasing several particles from nearby locations
shows the speed with which the flow diverges and converges. High or low veloc-
ities are often points of interest; the change in speed of particles visualizes this
in an intuitive way.

The mapping from a scalar flow property, such as pressure, to colour or size
as used by glyphs was included in the particles and helps to provide additional
information. When using animated particles, they sometimes move too fast to
provide a good estimation of the property at their position. But while using
static particles, they provide useful information concerning the specific flow
property.

The static particles were used to visualize the whirlwind dataset (figure 3.38).
The visualization shows that particles near the border of the flow converge
towards the nexus which goes almost straight upwards. Towards the upper
boundary of the whirlwind, the particles slowly diverge again.

The particles are separated by a fixed time period. The speeding up (near the
middle) and slowing down (near the upper and lower boundary) of particles is
visualized by decreasing and increasing distances between subsequent particles.
This improves the quality of the flow’s visualization compared to glyphs and
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Figure 3.37: Close-up of particles entering the nexus of the whirlwind (see page
78 for a colour version).

Figure 3.38: Particles entering the whirlwind at different heights (see page 78
for colour versions).

streamlines considerably.

3.8 Discussion

Depending on the goal of the research, scalar and vector flow properties demand
different types of visualization to aid during analysis. By providing different vi-
sualization methods with distinctive features, analysis possibilities are improved
by visualization the flow in an immersive environment.

The parameterization of visualization variables is a difficult step in the visu-
alization process. The discussion section of the test case chapter describes this
in more detail.

The qualitative and quantitative measurements of FlowFish’s visualization
classes as described above provide only partial test results. The tests showed
the possibilities and advantages of each method with regard to the data set
which was visualized. A more general test of visualization methods would use
comparable sets of flow data with each visualization methods. By comparing the
same visualization method with several data sets, more information regarding
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the advantages and possibilities of a visualization method can be obtained.
Furthermore, by comparing different visualization methods on the same flow
data and letting experts use the methods to analyze the flow, the qualitative
results of these methods can be compared better. These comparisons can be
used to suggest specific visualization methods and parameterizations for specific
flow data or visualization purposes.

The performance tests gave indications of possible bottlenecks which might
affect a smooth interaction. Quantitative measurements obtained from a wide
range of flow data can result in more general conclusions concerning the possible
problems in response time and framerate of visualization methods.

Using widgets such as vtkSourceCursor provides an intuitive manipulation
of 3D objects, therefore these methods should be used and extended for the
purpose of controlling visualization parameters.



Chapter 4

Test case: Flow

visualization in a simulated

vascular reconstruction

environment

As a test case, the FlowFish application is used in the Simulated Vascular Re-
construction Environment (SVRE) project [55]. The aim of this project is to
provide a surgeon with an intuitive environment to visualize and explore a pa-
tient’s vascular condition. By placing him in an interactive virtual simulation
environment, a surgeon or radiologist can examine the patient’s bloodflow. Be-
sides aiding the scientist in his research, the usage of virtual simulation and vi-
sualization techniques aims to overcome practical problems present in a real-life
situation. The environment enables the employment of investigation methods
which cannot be used in the original environment of the flow. To test a hy-
pothesis, different surgical procedures can be applied whereupon the surgeon
can monitor direction, speed and pressure of the bloodflow through the human
vascular system.

From a medical point of view, the SVRE project focuses on problems related
to bloodflow through the arteries and veins. Part of a patient’s artery is scanned
with a Computed Tomography (CT) scanner or by Magnetic Resonance Imaging
(MRI). The 3D dataset is loaded into a virtual environment. This environment
does not only allow a close examination of the data, but also provides the surgeon
with virtual tools to change the geometry of the artery, for example to simulate
a bypass. The new geometry is sent to a supercomputer which computes the
bloodflow through this virtually reconstructed artery. By updating the flow
while subsequent time steps are computed, the surgeon gets immediate visual
feedback and, when necessary, can adjust the geometry again, stop the flow
simulation and restart it until a suitable treatment has been found.

From a computer science point of view, the SVRE project addresses several
problems: the parallel simulation of flow resulting in a correct simulation of
real blood, the effective transfer of vast amounts of data over a network from
a simulation environment to the representation environment, advanced visual

57
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representations and intuitive interaction and the scientific issues involved in
these interactive dynamic exploration environments [55]. The visualization li-
brary presented in this paper provides a solution to the visualization part of
the SVRE-project. It strives to present the surgeon with a powerful set of tools
and visualization classes which are both intuitive to use and flexible enough to
obtain a clear understanding of the information contained in the datasets.

4.1 Vascular disorders

Figure 4.1: Volumetric scan of the abdominal aorta bifurcating into the femoral
aortas.

Veins and arteries are flexible tubes that transport blood through the body.
The arteries transport oxygen-rich blood from the lungs, via the heart, towards
the organs. Veins carry the blood, from which the oxygen is taken, back to the
lungs. The aorta (an artery) is the largest blood vessel. When it passes through
an opening in the diaphragm it becomes the abdominal aorta (figure 4.1). Near
the waist, the abdominal aorta bifurcates in the left and right femoral arteries,
into both legs.

Vascular disorders can take place in arteries as well as in veins. Depending
on the location and size of the disorder they can be life-threatening. Their
cause can originate from a number of situations, such as genetic disorder or bad
nourishment. With both stenosis and aneurysms, the geometry of the artery
is of major importance while deciding upon treatment and severity. Classical
visualization methods provide the surgeon with 2D slices of the region, taken by
an MRI- or CT-scan. He has to construct the “real” 3D geometry in his mind
while scrolling through the images. This method is vulnerable to errors, due to
the overlooking of details or an incorrect reconstruction in the surgeons mind.
It takes quite some time to learn this technique and even experienced surgeons
can overlook problem areas, for example when these are aligned with the slicing
direction.

Aneurysm

An abdominal aortic aneurysm (AAA) represents a localized dilation of at least
29 mm of the largest blood vessel in the lower part of the body, which supplies
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a: Abdominal aorta with aneurysm. b: Placing of Dacron graft.

Figure 4.2: Abdominal aorta aneurysm.

blood to the legs (figure 4.2). The frequency of aneurysms to form in this
location relates to abnormalities in blood flow as well as changes which occur to
the blood vessel wall over time due to hardening of the arteries (atherosclerosis).
5 to 8 of every 100 men over 65 years old are affected by AAA, and about 2
of every 100 women. In general, aneurysms expand over time and ultimately
burst, much like a balloon which continues to expand and finally blows up. The
rupture has catastrophic consequences 85% of the time. Only 18% of all patients
with ruptured AAA reach a hospital and survive surgery [56].

Treatment Treatment depends on the size and location of the aneurysm and
overall health. Patients with small (< 4-5 cm.) or stable aneurysms in
the descending aorta or abdominal parts (those farthest from the heart)
usually have regular check-ups and can live with the aneurysms for years.
Doctors may prescribe medicine to lower the blood pressure, thereby re-
lieving the stress on the artery wall. When the aneurysm reaches around
5 cm. in diameter, there is a sharp increase in chance of aneurysm rup-
ture and surgery is recommended [57]. Without major complications, the
procedure consists of the following steps:

• The aorta above and the common iliac arteries below the aneurysm
are clamped off with special vessel clamps;

• the aneurysm is opened and any blood clot (thrombus) on the inside
of the aneurysm is removed;

• any small artery openings in the aneurysm wall are oversewn;

• a prosthetic graft made of Dacron (which causes no reaction by the
body) is sutured in place between the two ends (figure 4.2);

• the aneurysm wall is then wrapped around the Dacron graft;

• the clamps are removed and the wound is sutured.

Stenosis

Stenosis is a narrowing of the artery. This constriction can be caused by the
build-up of fat, cholesterol and other substances over time. If the narrowing is
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severe, it reduces the flow of oxygen-rich blood to the body, which can result
in hypoxia (shortage of oxygen) and lung congestion. At the same time, the
heart has to work harder to push blood through the narrowed passage and may
become damaged as a result. 87% of all deaths and 74% of all hospitalizations
related to stenosis occur in persons of age 65 years or older [58].

Treatment There are different options for treatment, depending on the severity
of the patient’s condition. When the artery-wall is strong enough, and
the build-up not too large, the artery can be opened and the surgeon
can manually clean the inside of the wall. Another option is balloon
angioplasty: a balloon-like object is inserted into the artery. By pushing
slowly, it is positioned right in the middle of the stenosis, and slowly
pumped up. The “balloon” is filled and pushes the wall away, thereby
widening the artery.

After a successful operation, the patient must visit the hospital frequently.
With periods varying between a few weeks and a couple of months, the
artery must be checked for evidence of stenosis, especially near the region
where the previous stenosis took place. The build-up often re-occurs at
the same place or region, which is more vulnerable.

4.1.1 Scientific visualization in medical analysis

There are situations in which the possible course of action is not clear to the
surgeon. Treatments are not without risk, and must be avoided as much as
possible. Especially when surgery must be performed, it is not always clear
how to perform the operation and what the influence on the bloodflow will be.
The altered bloodflow depends heavily on the exact location and method of the
surgery. An environment in which a real-life situation can be simulated and
several treatments can be tested, will provide useful clues to the surgeon. A
number of criteria must be met for such an environment to be useful:

1. Patient data. The surgeon must be able to feed the environment real data.
A patient’s artery must be scanned and digitized in sufficient detail as to
enable simulation.

2. Accurate simulation methods. If a surgeon needs to simulate a treatment,
the computer must be able to simulate blood running through the vein
accurately. It is unthinkable to let a surgeon make a decision upon com-
puter results when it cannot be guaranteed that they are accurate and
simulate the bloodflow realistically. Furthermore, the simulation method
must be fast enough to be of any use. When the simulation takes weeks
or even days to finish, its result will be useless. This criterium can be
relaxed when the environment is solely used for inspection of a patient’s
condition.

3. Simulation result presentation. The data must be presented to the surgeon
in such a way as to assist the surgeon in making the choice of treatment
of the patient’s condition. The presentations should be intuitive and easy
to understand, without the need of extensive training.
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4. Intuitive interaction. Facilitating a quick and powerful inspection of the
medical data, the surgeon should not be hampered by poor interaction
methods. Positioning oneself in a virtual environment might take some
time to get used to, but ideally it should be as intuitive as navigating in
the real world.

Imaging techniques such as X-ray angiography, MRI or CT scanners can be
used to scan a dangerous region, which in turn can be diagnosed by a physician
by means of a virtual environment to see if there is a chance of a distortion or
possible disorder. Further details about this research can be found in [55].

4.2 Results

Any major irregular phenomenon of a bloodflow through an aneurysm or steno-
sis, like a sudden change in speed, direction or pressure, backflow or stagnant
flow is of importance to the physician in order to make a reliable choice con-
cerning the treatment. The visualization techniques described in section 3.5
must aid in locating such irregularities and, as far as the bloodflow concerns,
the cause.

The visualization methods were tested on the DRIVE system (section 2.3.1)
with 2 medical datasets:

• The stenosis dataset described in section 3.7.2.

• Bloodflow through the abdominal aorta was simulated using the D3Q19
quasi incompressible LBGK method [59]. The time-dependent snapshot
is taken from the systole, where pressure builds up (see figure 4.3). The
simulation was created using Reynolds number Re ' 1150 and Womersley
parameter α = 16 which is common for blood during rest periods of the
human aorta. A speedup in the femoral arteries is expected, with the
highest velocities near their axis. They were created by A.M. Artoli using
a dataset from the Stanford University [14].

Figure 4.3: Pressure (y) versus time (x) of bloodflow through the abdominal
aorta during a systolic cycle. The black dot denotes the snapshot which is used
in this test case.

The interaction classes vtkCAVEMenu3D and vtkSourceCursor and the gene-
ral purpose class cFlowField function similarly with medical datasets as they
do with other data. Therefore no additional tests were necessary.
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a: Hooks and no subsample ratio. b: Cones and random subsampling,
with flowfield and glyphs menus.

Figure 4.4: Abdominal aorta (see page 79 for enlarged images).

Glyphs

Both cones and hooks create representations useful for flow analysis. The hooks
need no subsampling while still allowing a smooth interaction with the data
(figure 4.4-a). Because of the high density the orientation of glyphs is mostly
lost and it remains difficult to find the general direction of the flow or anomalies.
But when the dataset consists of such a large amount of voxels, the glyph-hooks
can actually be used as a kind of rough raycasting method. As in raycasting,
the direction of the flow is not obvious anymore, but colouring the glyphs by a
scalar flow property creates the “fuzzy” visualization which is expected by this
abdominal aorta flow simulation. This depends heavily on the relative amount
and placement of non-zero vectors in the dataset.

A subsampled collection of cones does provide more information about the
direction, while still showing a good global view (figure 4.4-b). Areas with
higher speeds are filled with larger glyphs, immediately drawing attention to
these areas.

a: Normal subsampling. b: Random subsampling.

Figure 4.5: Stenosis visualization.

The stenosis dataset provides a good example of the necessity of random
subsampling (figure 4.5). With an unfortunate subsampling value, anomalies or
interesting regions might quickly be overlooked. A practical problem concerning
both datasets were the extremely small vectors. The scaling of glyphs by vector
magnitude works well, but in order to visualize a large group of glyphs with
relative small sizes, the anomalies might obscure part of the data (figure 4.5-b).

Raycasting

The dataset of an abdominal aorta (figure 4.6) was visualized on the VolView
application.
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a: Standard mapping. b: Highlighted mapping.

Figure 4.6: Front view of flow velocity in abdominal aorta (see pages 80-81 for
enlarged and perspective views).

Figure 4.6-a uses an intuitive mapping from blue to red, resulting in a visu-
alization where the interesting (high flow speed) areas can be located. When for
example a specific threshold of speed is important, the mapping can be refined
to highlight the visualization of these areas (figure 4.6-b). The dark ring around
the high-speed area’s seems to indicate a sudden drop in velocity which is not
present in the actual data (figure 4.6-a). The spikes in the lookup table cause
this phenomenon, in order to highlight the high-speed area. Care must be taken
when such a mapping is used for datasets with unknown behaviour, in order not
to create phenomena in the visual representation which are solely caused by the
choice of mapping values.

These 2D examples of raycasted images show that volumetric rendering is
a very powerful method in flow visualization. They provide an intuitive re-
presentation of its scalar properties such as pressure or speed. The VolView
application uses a low resolution image during manipulation of the visualiza-
tion. When the object is released, a high resolution image is computed, which
usually takes only a few seconds. Thus, smooth interaction and high quality
images are successfully combined.

Surface rendering

Medical datasets describing arteries and veins often contain irregular geome-
tries. Finding the actual flow can take valuable time. Without an artery-wall
representation to locate the actual flow, the user might move the cursor through
zero-speed voxels, which will not create any visual representation. Surface ren-
dering can create a simple wall representation, aiding the user in positioning
the cursor immediately inside the flow.

Surface rendering proved valuable in highlighting areas above a specific pres-
sure or speed (see figure 4.7). Often positioned deep within the bloodflow, the
surfaces provide clear representations of these areas. The visualization of low-
pressure areas was not very successful with the used datasets. They did not
contain any irregular low-pressure areas deep within the flow. Low speed and
pressure values were mostly found near the artery wall. A surface visualiza-
tion of these areas creates a kind of “second skin” near the geometry surface,
without adding distinctively useful information. But in other medical datasets
the occurrence of irregularities such as a low-pressure area located deep within
the artery is very well possible. Surface rendering will help locating these areas
quickly.
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Figure 4.7: 3 iso-surfaces depicting the geometry of the abdominal aorta, mean
(green) and high (red) speed visualization.

Streamlines

Figure 4.8-a shows the convergence of the stream in the stenosis. The colour of
the streamtubes shows the speed, using a lookup table as shown in figure 3.8-b.
When encircling the visualization, the symmetry around the stenosis’ axis can
be clearly seen.

a: Streamlines, originating from b: Perspective view of aorta.
a plane cursor, integrating

through a stenosis.

Figure 4.8: Streamlines in medical datasets (see page 82 for enlarged images).

The extremely small vectors often present in medical datasets provide a
slightly more difficult task for the surgeon while fine-tuning the visual represen-
tation. A correct integration-step might take some time to find. The terminal
speed needs careful adjustment as well. If it is set too high, streamlines might
be cut off prematurely or not be able to start integrating from the cursor at all.
If it is set too low, the complete virtual environment can be slowed down due
to the computation and creation of thousands of streamline-points packed close
together.

The expected increase in speed in both femoral aortas is visualized by colour-
ing the streamlines by the vector-magnitude (see 4.8-b). As expected, the in-
crease in speed is the highest in the middle of both femoral aortas, decreasing
towards the wall.
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a: Coloured by pressure.

b: Coloured by speed, with artery wall representation.

Figure 4.9: Close-up of particles through a stenosis (see page 83 for a colour
version).

Animated particles

In figure 4.9-a the cursor is placed on the right side of the artery, symmetrical
around its axis. The particles show the convergence and speedup near the
narrowing of the tube. They are coloured by the pressure of the flow by using
a blue (low) to red (high) lookup table. The expected increase in pressure near
the narrowing of the artery is visualized by the red glyphs, which drop back to
blue as soon as the particles are pushed through the stenosis. The small vectors,
located on a very small domain, posed no problems for the lookup table, since the
animated particles were only positioned on voxels which contained values within
this subdomain. Figure 4.9-b shows a similar snapshot, but here the particles
are coloured by their speed. The wireframe representation of the artery wall
facilitates the positioning of the cursor.

4.2.1 Discussion

The test case used 2 medical datasets visualized by FlowFish. They show that
the FlowFish library has potential for visualizing such complex flows in an im-
mersive environment. Such an environment provides many clues and hints to
the surgeon, extending the limited representations of 2D environments by far.
Still, a lot of work has to be done before doctors and surgeons can take benefit
of these visualization methods.

The parameterization remains difficult. During this research, “correct” set-
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tings were only empirically obtained through extensive use of such datasets.
When a “correct visualization” is defined for a specific analysis such as surgeons
need, it can be used to set visualization parameters automatically wherever pos-
sible. The remaining parameters must be translated to a definition the end-user
(e.g. a surgeon) is familiar with, so he can use them intuitively.

The interaction between user and visualization object is yet far from intu-
itive. Widgets like histograms must be available which show statistics of flow
properties such as minimum and maximum values. Using these, the doctor can
find interesting regions faster.
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Conclusion

This thesis presents a flow visualization library, FlowFish. Its goal is the cre-
ation of visual representations of complex flow data in virtual environments to
aid in flow analysis. By immersing the scientist in a virtual environment, Flow-
Fish offers direct interaction with the visualizations and their parameters. This
facilitates intuitive navigation and interaction and provides additional guidance
over desktop visualization environments by means of depth-cues such as motion-
parallax and stereoscopic images.

FlowFish includes support classes for data-handling methods and interac-
tion, global visualization methods (such as glyphs and iso-surfaces) and local
visualization methods (such as streamlines and animated particles). The scien-
tist is able to acquire both a global as well as a detailed view by combining these
various methods.

The visualization methods can combine both vector and scalar properties
of flow into their visual representation, thereby clarifying the mutual relation
between flow properties and their behaviour over time. FlowFish allows the
update of time-dependent flow visualizations as soon as an update of data oc-
curs. Therefore changes in the flow are immediately reflected in the visualization
environment.

Visualizations do not show the exact values of flow data. Instead a mapping
from data values to visualization parameters is used. Flow data is represented by
geometric constructs that are represented visually. This relative representation
does not pose a real limitation on the visual representations; often the scientist
is interested in the relative behaviour of flow properties, e.g. relatively low
speed or relatively high pressure. The interaction items associated with the
visualization parameters therefore refrain from using absolute values as much
as possible since the relation between an absolute value and a relative visual
representation might not always be clear. But when in-depth knowledge about
the flow data is available, some probing tool which shows absolute values, can
be useful [32].

Because the flow visualization methods presented in this thesis are used in
interactive VEs, a trade-off between visual accuracy and visualization speed is
often necessary. Performance tests show that sometimes relatively large amounts
of data must be left out of the visualization in order to maintain good perfor-
mance. FlowFish’s classes include several methods to reduce complexity and
increase performance, such as reduction of data and simplified visual represen-

67
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tations, offering both complex visualizations as well as smooth interaction.
In order to obtain the highest possible image quality, a good parameteriza-

tion of visualization parameters must be found. Even experienced users have dif-
ficulties with finding useful values while visualizing an unknown dataset. There
is not much the visualization application can do but to offer clues by means
of small visual data-analyses such as histograms. The “useful” value of visu-
alization parameters in terms of effectiveness and performance, depend heavily
on the represented data. Methods to analyze the data and automatically find
useful settings for a wide range of datasets, proves a very difficult task, one
which is not solved in this project.

5.1 Discussion

The tests were performed with only a few flow datasets. To compare the visu-
alization methods unbiased, more data is actually needed. Experts in different
scientific fields concerning flow simulation and analysis should give their opin-
ion on how well the visualization methods work by judging the resulting visual
representations of both known and unknown flow data.

Finding the correct parameterization of visual representation remains a com-
plex subject. By lack of expert systems, human intervention remains necessary.
There are many settings though, which have a common dependence on the data:
for example, when the properties of the hardware graphics engine are known, a
visualization instance can choose to apply a certain subsampling ratio depending
on the size of the original data [60].

Most flows encountered in real life are not stable. Independently of the
applied visualization method, great care must be taken while analyzing the flow
by means of one or more snapshots. Whether a single snapshot can be held
representative for the overall flow behaviour over time, is a question which must
be considered carefully for each flow with regard to the goal of the analysis.
The perfect solution would be hardware which is fast enough to render scientific
visualizations real time, offering both single snapshots as well as a continuous
representation of time-dependent flow.

At the current state of hardware, such fast visualizations are not yet pos-
sible. An approximation of the overall flow behaviour might be created by
showing several snapshots or compute a kind of “overall flow state” from differ-
ent snapshots. But both a single snapshot as well as an overall view of the data
suffer from “focus” problems; a snapshot disregards both previous and future
behaviour and anomalies, while the overall view disregards anomalies occurring
in a single time step. Because hardware and software are as of yet not fast
enough to render a complex flow in a real time immersive environment without
omitting a significant amount of data, care must always be taken while analyz-
ing the representations. The scientist must never confuse the representations of
data for the real data.

The flow visualization presented in this thesis show a promising trend in per-
formance and picture quality. The presented visualization methods all have their
advantages and will create a useful visual representation to scientists when com-
bined and shown in an immersive virtual environment. Speed and performance
of hardware keeps expanding, offering faster visualizations and computations
every year. When high-quality visualizations of complex flow can be visualized
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on a commodity workstation today, wonderful visualization possibilities will
become possible in the near future.

5.2 Future work

The creation of intuitive interaction objects in an immersive virtual environ-
ment still remains a challenge. Useful widgets such as sliders and lookup table
representations, which should be relatively small and easy to use, will greatly
improve the interaction possibilities. The VTK library upon which FlowFish
is built, includes items such as scalar bars, which show the mapping of a flow
property to visualization parameter. Unfortunately, the VTKtoCAVE library
does not support these objects in the DRIVE environment yet.

Experiments with raycasting methods show great potential. Work should
be done to include this visualization method in the DRIVE environment using
hard- and software support.

Recent ideas for different visualization methods which might help to visualize
anomalies such as backflow will extend the visualization and analysis possibilities
offered by FlowFish. Related work recently published by others show alternative
flow visualization methods that could be interesting [24][25][61].

The importance of time-dependent flows in flow analysis demand an interface
that facilitates access to different snapshots and enables playback, stop, rewind
and synchronization options (for example, with animated particles).

Navigation through an environment such as created by FlowFish is often
centered around only one visual object. The user often zooms in or out while
circling around the object. Instead of a common “Eulerian” navigation, a polar
navigation most likely decreases navigation-time. The user-movements describe
a sphere with the visualization object as its center.

Automatic adjustments in order to find the best combination of image qual-
ity and performance might be performed by FlowFish, visualization objects or
the visualization environment, but this is far from trivial. There is an ongoing
research in the section Computational Science of the UvA concerning the imple-
mentation of intelligent agents which can be used to set visualization parameters
(semi-)automatically.

More tests can be performed on the performance of visualizations, in order
to locate bottlenecks. The multiple stages in the visualization process turn
this into a complex analysis which is far from straightforward. Some initial
testing has been performed on glyph visualization, but a more in-depth analysis
of glyphs and other visualization methods might reveal interesting results and
behaviour of the different parts of the visualization pipeline.
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Colour plates
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a: Original dataset (hooks, front). b: Subsample ratio of 8.

c: Original dataset (cones, bottom). c: Subsample ratio of 7.

Figure A.1: The effect of subsampling on glyph visualization of a whirlwind
simulation.
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a: Aliasing effect in a b: Random subsampled dataset,
regularly subsampled dataset. preventing aliasing.

Figure A.2: Aliasing effect during subsampling (top-view).

a: Low, mean and high value iso-surface b: Top-perspective view.

Figure A.3: Iso-surface visualization of the vector-magnitudes (speed) of a whirl-
wind simulation.
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Whirlwind. Mixer.

Figure A.4: Streamline examples.

Figure A.5: Static particle example of a whirlwind simulation (bottom-up).

integration step 0.8 integration step 1.6 integration step 3.2

Figure A.6: Impact of integration steplength.
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Figure A.7: Raycasted image of a 3D static reactor (SMRX) filter (see section
3.7 for a description) [48]. The arrow denotes the flow direction.

a: Cone visualization. b: Hook visualization.

Figure A.8: Glyph visualization of a whirlwind simulation without subsampling.
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Figure A.9: Glyph visualization of several datasets, not synchronized with the
vertical screen retrace.
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Figure A.10: Glyph visualization of several datasets, synchronized with vertical
screen retrace.
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Figure A.11: Hook and cone visualizations on subdomains using a step size of
1.

a: Front view b: Perspective view.

Figure A.12: Stenosis speed visualization. The arrow denotes the flow direction.

a: Blue-red lookup table. b: Black-white lookup table.

Figure A.13: Stenosis pressure visualization. The arrow denotes the flow direc-
tion.
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Figure A.14: Converging streamlines in double mixer.

Figure A.15: Close-up of particles entering the nexus of the whirlwind.

Figure A.16: Particles entering the whirlwind at different heights.
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a: Hooks and no subsample ratio.

b: Cones and random subsampling.
Underneath, from left to right, flowfield menu,
glyphs menu and (glyphs-)subsample menu.

Figure A.17: Abdominal aorta.
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a: Standard mapping.

b: Highlighted mapping.

Figure A.18: Front view of flow velocity in abdominal aorta.
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Figure A.19: Abdominal aorta (perspective view: top-front).
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Figure A.20: Streamlines, originating from a plane cursor on the right, integrat-
ing through a stenosis.

Figure A.21: Perspective view of aorta.
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a: Coloured by pressure.

b: Coloured by speed, with artery wall representation.

Figure A.22: Close-up of particles through a stenosis.
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